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These Are No Myths

"Business is business and human rights is human rights."
- Ross Campbell, then Chairman of Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd., in
a 1978 meeting with the No Candu for Argentina Committee, Ottawa.

IN THE NAME OF PROGRESS tribal people in Brazil's
Amazon are being thrown off their land to provide cattle with
grazing pastures, Haitian peasants are being dispossessed to
make way for hydro dams that will provide power for multin-
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surely do not represent those of the public: progress in the
West is not condoned if it comes at the expense of human
rights. The same standards of decency that we demand at
home should be applied abroad.

We can try to insure that the misdeeds which have
occurred in the past do not recur in future by recognizing
that many of the aspirations of people in the Third World
are no different from ours: they want to be free from those
who would abuse their rights, and free to pursue their own
goals. We can best help them by rejecting the argument that
it would be "cultural imperialism" for us to require that
foreign aid projects do not violate human rights, that public
reviews of the projects are held, and that information about
projects is accessible. These conditions do nothing more than
attempt to insure that foreign aid, which is by definition
humanitarian, accomplishes its purpose. All other conditions
attached to foreign aid - those designed to accomplish
non-humanitarian purposes - are irrelevant to its purpose
and should be detached from it.

Until we incorporate into our foreign aid programs the
standards and principles of fairness that are expected to
govern the use of public funds at home, we will not only be
acting hypocritically. We will also be accomplices in violating
the human rights of those we try hardest to help.

These principles should apply no less to our commercial
export-development agencies, which also employ public
funds - agencies like the Export-Import Bank in the U.S.
and the Export Development Corporation in Canada. Al
though their foreign activities are less publicized than those
of the foreign aid agencies, they provide comparable levels
of funding for projects, and can do comparable amounts of
damage. 2

Apart from setting our own house in order, we can also
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These views, expressed by the public's representatives,

IN THE NAME OF PROGRESS

Virtually all contributors to these institutions ...
have taken the view that the Bank can only func
tion effectively by using technical and economic
criteria as the sole standards for project and pro
gram approval. For this reason, we have resisted
efforts which have been used from time to time by
others to introduce other considerations, such as
human rights, into [our] deliberations.!

ational manufacturing companies, Tamil lands in Sri Lanka
are being irrigated so they can be settled by the majority
Sinhalese, and peasants in India are losing their traditional
forests to the commercial interests of the national govern
ment. Rather than being exceptions, these projects are, in
fact, the rule throughout the Third World, their victims
sacrificial lambs offered to the god of progress in grand
designs to develop the "underdeveloped" Third World. But
the god is a false one, the progress illusory, and the grand
designs only undermine the often precarious ability of the
average Third World person to provide for himself.

Implicit in all of the projects that form the grand designs
is a decision that a few must suffer for the greater national
good, that this national good justifies even the violation of
human rights. We in the Western countries cannot absolve
ourselves of the responsibility for these misdeeds: our leaders
not only tolerate but defend providing the financing which
makes such projects possible. Marc Lalonde, as Canada's
Minister of Finance and Governor of the World Bank,
argued that an undemocratic government, even one with a
deplorable human rights record, should not be denied funds

by his bank or others like it:



recognize that the people of the Third World have a right
to self-determination, and that they understand, better than
any foreign experts and better than their own governments,
the environmental limits of the resources available to them,
how to use those resources best, and the future they want

for themselves.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Establish National Inquiries Into the Merits of Foreign

Aid

After three decades of foreign aid, critics from many
countries, of all ideological stripes and from many disciplines,
have come to the conclusion that foreign aid is not working
and that the problem may be fundamental - that foreign
aid may be inherently debilitating rather than strengthening

to the recipient.
Peter Bauer, considered by the Wall Street Journal "the

world's foremost authority on economic development," says
that aid "enables governments to pursue policies which pat
ently retard growth and exacerbate poverty" while increas
ing the power of governments to behave in oppressive and
murderous ways.3 I-Iis thesis is that foreign aid and develop
ment planning have thoroughly politicized economic life
through detailed government monopolization of the econo
my, with the result that acquiring political power has become
all-important: "Not only the economic but even the physical
survival of large numbers of people have come to depend on
political and administrative decisions. Productive ethnic mi-

. , .. "4
norities have become conspICUOUS among VIctims.

Bauer's conclusion, that aid is the problem, not the
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solution, and that "the donor governments cannot wash their
hands of the consequences of their so-called caring," is echoed
by Cheryl Payer, author of The World Bank,s a highly
critical analysis which argues the Third World would be
better off if the World Bank went out of business. A critic
of Western imperialism who condemns foreign aid for its
"pernicious role" in militarily unstable regions like EI Salva
dor, Payer nevertheless considers "these cases .... only the
tip of the iceberg; even the 'normal' operations of foreign aid
programs are functioning to hold back progressive develop
ment, not to finance it."

To these unequivocal condemnations of the use of for
eign aid for development, which base much of their rationale
on foreign aid's political flaws, is added Jane Jacobs' apoli
tical but equally uncompromising conclusion in Cities and
the Wealth of Nations that "development cannot be given:
it must be done."6 Jacobs, who has been one of the world's
most respected thinkers since her theories in the 1960s trans··
formed the public's view of the way cities work, argues that
foreign aid, by definition, cannot help develop an economy
because development "is a process, not a collection of capital
goods ... [The] loans, grants and subsidies sent into regions
lacking vigorous cities can shape inert, unbalanced or perma
nently dependent regions, but are useless for creating self
generating economies .... The failure is built into the fact that
they are loans, grants and subsidies; those golden eggs, being
only gold, don't hatch goslings."

Our own research, which has concentrated on energy
and energy-related issues, provides us with no solace that the
other, more general criticisms, are not valid. The problem
with energy aid, we have found, stems from the absence of
an accountable and democratic process - an absence that
starts in the Western donor countries and carries right
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through to the Third World recipients. This absence is not
limited to energy projects, but occurs across the board. For
eign aid may not be salvageable, but if it is, we believe that
a fundamental change in the process that governs it is a
prerequisite.

Although inquiries into foreign aid and related issues
have taken place over the years, they have been concerned
with the means of improving aid: none have started by
questioning the very premise that any or all forms of aid are
beneficial.

This premise will not be an easy one for us to question.
Charity and compassion for those less well off than ourselves
are universal human instincts, and few are callous to the
suffering and hardship that exist in the world.

But foreign aid has become a $25-billion-a-year busi
ness and warrants a public examination, as difficult as it may
be on our emotions to examine the effects of our generosity.
Should this inquiry determine that any or all forms of foreign
aid are counter-productive, as some have claimed, the ener
gies expended there can be channeled to finding other, more
promising avenues for helping the Third World's poor. On
the other hand, should foreign aid be found beneficial, the
public will have renewed confidence in the expenditure of
its tax dollars, and the foreign aid establishment will receive
a second wind to relieve the "aid fatigue" it now complains
of. We recommend that the terms of reference of the National
Inquiry be:

To determine whether foreign aid, in any of its
manifestations, has been beneficial to its recipients,
what the reasons have been for the successes or
failures of foreign aid, and what the prospects are
for foreign aid in the future.
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This inquiry should be comprehensive. Distinctions
should be made between projects which hold out the promise
of developing a country, such as the hydro dams and other
infrastructure projects that this book has been concerned
with, and those that are more akin to charity, intended to
further philanthropic purposes or relieve emergencies: cloth
ing and shelter for earthquake victims, food for hungry
children.

The process by which aid is administered should be
evaluated to determine who is making the decisions, who
should be making them, and on which bases. In the case of
large capital projects like hydro dams, the enormous potential
for good also carries with it an equally enormous potential
for harm when the wrong dam is put in the wrong place
because of an inadequate process of evaluation and selection.

Distinctions should also be made between the various
delivery mechanisms for aid, because some may succeed
where others fail.

Aid, and subsidies tantamount to aid, are delivered by
financial bodies like the International Monetary Fund, a
consortium of countries that provides credit to otherwise
uncreditworthy countries; by multilateral development agen
cies like the World Bank, another consortium which mostly
funds large development projects; by the agencies of individu
al countries, like the Canadian International Development
Agency and the Agency for International Development; and
by private voluntary organizations, like the Red Cross, Fos
ter Parents Plan, and Oxfam, which also can undertake both
development projects and charitable works, although gener..
ally on a much smaller scale.

The inquiry should assure its independence by having
as its jurors individuals who have neither worked for the aid
establishment nor taken previous public positions on foreign
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aid. It should fund intervenors from all walks of life, hear
the views of expert witnesses from VVestern and Third World
countries, and most importantly, it should hear the views of
the people in the Third World who are affected by foreign
aid projects.

A national inquiry, however, is not needed to prove that
at least some foreign aid projects are detrimental to the Third
World's poor; these failings can be remedied, in whole or in
part, by undertaking the following interim measures imme
diately:

Refuse Funding to Foreign Aid Projects That Violate the
International Bill of Human Rights

Foreign aid, which is by definition humanitarian, can
not, by definition, countenance any violation of human rights.
Although most Western countries have ratified the covenants
of the International Bill of Human Rights,7 and have thereby
committed themselves to protect the wide range of human
rights of their people, when it comes to the expenditure of
their aid budgets in another country they reject this same
commitment.

To insure that development projects do not adversely
affect aid recipients, those who make development choices
must be accountable for their environmental, social, and
financial repercussions. This accountability requires that
those who must live with the consequences of a project have
ultimate control over it.

When a community's culture or livelihood is dependent
on the physical environment that would be affected by an
aid project, we recommend that all Western governments and
their aid agencies:
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1. refuse financial support for projects that are officially
opposed by an indigenous group in accordance with its
own governing processes.

2. refuse financial support for any projects that have any
adverse impact on local populations unless the affected
groups consent through internationally supervised ne
gotiations.

3. refuse financial support to projects that require people
to be relocated without their consent. When consent is
given, compensation should be paid promptly and at a
level agreed to by both parties.

For all communities, we recommend that Western gov
ernments and their aid agencies:

4. determine whether a project should proceed in a re
quired public hearing process that includes:
(a) full public disclosure of information about the

projects in the countries giving the aid and in the
country receiving the aid. This information should
be available in the languages of all the populations
involved.

(b) a means to insure that the views of all people to
be affected by a project are heard.

(c) a full assessment of a project, complete with an
assessment of the environmental and social cost of
the project, paying special attention to the human
and economic costs of relocating people.

(d) the means whereby project proponents can be chal
lenged on the very need for the project, as well as
its environmental and social effects.
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5. refuse financial support to any project in which a viola
tion of human rights cannot be avoided.

6. withdraw funding from multilateral aid institutions
that support projects that violate human rights.

In addition, to avoid similar mistakes in future, environ
mental social and economic evaluations should be conducted, ,
after current and future projects are completed and function-

ing.

Refuse Cash Grants to Governments That Violate the

International Bill of Rights

To insure that foreign aid in the form of cash for the
general use of a government is not used to violate human
rights, we recommend that Western governments and their

aid agencies:

1. refuse to grant financial support to governments that
do not respect the land rights of peasants, or the territo
rial sovereignty of indigenous peoples, in accordance
with the International Bill of Human Rights, which
stipulates that peoples shall determine their own politi
cal status and be free to pursue their economic, social

and cultural development.8

2. withdraw financial support from those governments
that attempt to destroy traditional lifestyles or to force
the acculturation, assimilation, or destruction of indige

nous peoples.
3. refuse to grant financial support to governments whose

treatment of their own people is abhorrent to the citizens

of the aid-giving country.9
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Refuse Government Subsidies to Western Companies
That Violate Human Rights in the Third World

Western companies which sell to Third World coun
tries should not have access to taxpayers' funds if companies'
projects are abhorrent to taxpayers, as are violations of
human rights abroad. The capital projects funded by govern
ment export agencies like the Export Development Corpora
tion and the Export-Import Bank should be subject to the
same public review process that applies to foreign aid funded
projects. Because very few Western corporations participate
in Third World projects that do not have some form of
financial support from Western Governments, either in the
form of foreign aid or export promotion subsidies supporting
them, the effect of this recommendation would be to bring
virtually all major capital projects which are financed by
Westerners under public scrutiny at home and in the Third
World.

Use Foreign Aid Solely to Benefit the Recipient Peoples,
Not to Further the Donor's Commercial Goals

To promote exports, Western governments currently
provide their exporters with a raft of incentives, including
loans and grants in case they need financing, insurance in
case their customers are unable to pay their bills, research
and development subsidies, travel expenses, and insurance
against the imposition of extraordinary foreign regulations
which interfere with their business. As well, our governments
provide potential Third World importers of our goods and
services with incentives, such as low-interest loans and ex
tended repayment plans with which to make the purchase.
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Our governments also facilitate sales by creating depart
ments for trade promotion, sending our political leaders
abroad to create a good business climate, and turning parts
of their embassies into sales offices. If governments feel more
export assistance is required, they should increase funding
through existing or new channels designed for this purpose.
They should not compromise foreign aid by requiring it to
serve business masters at home, through the tying of foreign

aid.
In any case, the tying of a project's aid to the purchase

of goods and services from the donor country only benefits
a handful of producers, is largely irrelevant to the national
economy of the donor, and is likely to force the recipient
Third World country into making second-best or counter
productive purchases. We therefore recommend that the
recipients of foreign aid be free to purchase goods and services
of their choice from any suppliers anywhere in the world,
on the condition that the purposes for which they are in
tended are acceptable to the donor. 10

Use Foreign Aid Solely to Benefit the Recipient Peoples,
Not to Further Domestic or Foreign Policy Goals of the

Donor Government

Western taxpayers give foreign aid to help people in
poorer countries, not to help their own government. But
Western governments often use the funds they collect from
taxpayers to further specific political goals. The U.S. has
been accused of appropriating foreign aid funds to shore up
the governments of some Central American countries be
cause they are strategic militarily, and Canada has been
accused of disbursing foreign aid to the French speaking

CONCLUSIONS

countries in Africa, in part to preempt the province of Que
bec, which had been trying to legitimize its goal of sovereignty
by establishing relations with French speaking countries. l

!

Using foreign aid for any purpose other than to further
strict humanitarian purposes, whether the purpose is politi
cal, military, or commercial, discredits the institution of
foreign aid. These non-humanitarian purposes should be
furthered through appropriate channels, and bilateral aid
should be stripped of its government partisanship.

As an interim measure, this can be accomplished by a
cabinet directive to the foreign aid agencies of our govern
ments. But other means of depoliticizing foreign aid are
possible, which the national inquiries into foreign aid should
consider. As an example, taxpayers could be given the right
to pick the countries to which their foreign aid contribution
can go, should they so choose, instead of having the federal
government do so.

This direction by taxpayers could be made on their
income tax returns through a simple form like the following:

Please direct the foreign aid portion of my income tax
to the following countries in the following proportions.
Send:

percent of my foreign aid to
percent of my foreign aid to
percent of my foreign aid to

Please direct (the balance, if any)(all) of my foreign aid
to the citizens of those countries which you think require
it most. But please exclude the following countries:
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This form provides an illustration of how a govern
ment's motives in distributing foreign aid can be defused. The
role of the federal government would shift from that of a
proponent to that of an administrator of foreign aid funds,
first setting the total amount to be disbursed and then insur
ing that the funds voted to a country by taxpayers are dis
bursed in a manner that does not violate human rights, that
provides for a fair public process, and that lends itself to
auditing. Because the funds would be untied, the foreign aid
bureaucracy would playa smaller role than at present: the
responsibility for choosing a project and seeing to its comple
tion would shift to the Third World from the Western aid
agencies, who would no longer need to retain technical ex
perts on every country and on every type of development
project. The projects which would be funded under these
recommendations would also tend to be smaller than at
present, because the aid agencies could not commit public
funds into the future. The funds allocated to a country in
anyone year could be spread out over several years, or used
all at once on a project, but they could not all be spent in
the first year of a multi-year project on the expectation that
the puhlic would direct more to that particular country in
the following years. This bias away from megaprojects is
likely to reduce the chance that megamistakes will be made.

The federal government would still have some discre
tionary funds to allocate to projects it wanted to support by
virtue of the amount that taxpayers had allotted to its discre
tion, but it would also tend to be more cautious with these
funds, because their misallocation would likely lead to fewer
taxpayers trusting the federal government's judgment in

future.
The public in the West would likely view foreign aid

very differently under this system. No taxpayers would need
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to feel disgruntled that their tax dollars were supporting a
regime they disliked, and all taxpayers would likely be more
interested and more committed to where their tax dollars
were going. The federal government would publish which
countries were receiving how much money, sparking a debate
about whether the neediest countries were getting enough,
or the less needy were getting too much. As the public was
convinced of one or another point of view, funds would slowly
shift from some countries to others. All countries, no doubt,
would have their champions, who would also keep Third
World issues at the forefront.

Increase the Role of Privately Funded Charitable
Groups Aiding the Third Wodd

If any type of foreign aid is likely to be found beneficial
by the national inquiry and unlikely to be found to cause
harm, it is the small projects developed by churches and
private Western charitable organizations like Oxfam that
work directly with their counterparts in Third World coun
tries. Tax mechanisms to encourage public support of their
projects should be adopted as an interim measure, pending
the results of the inquiry. Donors to these charitable organi
zations should receive tax credits for their donations instead
of the tax deductions currently used. These tax credits would
give less affluent donors the same tax benefit as affluent ones
as well as providing a greater incentive to provide help.12
Charities that receive government funds to carry out their
projects - as is the case, to a large extent, in Canada 
would also be subject to those safeguards against human
rights abuses outlined earlier in this chapter.
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Adopt Neutral Policies Regarding Technologies the
West Should Promote to the Third Wodd

No technology should be promoted to the exclusion of
others. This recommendation, for even-handed policies, may
be the hardest of all for us to accept. Although some of us
may view all Western technology as superior, and others may
prefer some technologies in particular, such as solar and
other renewable energy technologies, how and where techno
logical change is best introduced depends on a host of local
factors and local needs. Local people are the best judge of
these, and should be the ultimate decisionmakers.
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Notes

N.B. Currencies are stated in local dollars for the U.S. and Canada.
For all other countries, U.S. dollars apply.

Preface, pages 10-15

1. Our letters to officials at CIDA, the Department of External
Affairs, and the multilateral development banks date back to early
1983. In March 1983 we sent CIDA a copy of a study that showed
how two Haitian hydrodams being considered for funding by the
Inter-American Development Bank (of which Canada is a mem
ber) would displace thousands of small farmers, undermine Haiti's
ability to feed itself, and increase the number of unemployed. We
asked for their position on these claims and in January 1984
received the following statement from William McWhinney, Sen
ior Vice-President: "I must inform you that it is not CIDA policy
to comment on projects which are not our own." This statement
was made despite the fact that CIDA coordinates Canada's partici
pation in the IDB. Officials at the Inter-American Development
Bank itself also refused to comment.

In another letter, dated January 23,1984, the Secretary of State
for External Affairs, Allan MacEachen, claimed that "Canada did
not help build the large Akosomobo Dam in Ghana some 20 years
ago," although CIDA announced in a press release dated August
25, 1969 that their $5,830,000 loan for the provision of electrical
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gen~rators, and ancillary equipment for the Volta River power
statIOn at Akosombo "will complete the Volta River project."

On the other hand, MacEachen was quick to point out that
"Canada was responsible for the highly successful K'pong dam in
Ghana, whose well managed, small-scale resettlement project is
often cited by authorities as a demonstration of how this should
be done." However, requests by us for details of this project and
for details of other successful hydro projects, made to CIDA in May
1984, have so far gone unanswered.

In still another letter of March 29, 1984, we asked William
McWhinney at CIDA for details of the Kompienga hydro project
in Upper Volta which was expected to produce power at more than
twice the normal cost ($8000 per kw) and for which there was no
environmental assessment, despite the fact that it was being built
in a game park. At the time of publication of this book still no
answer to this request had been received.

The assumption that hydroelectric dams must be on balance
beneficial is evident in MacEachen's January 23,' 1984 letter;
"However, hydro projects, as well as providing the energy benefits
to which we can all attest in Canada, often provide side benefits
on a huge scale," (in chapter 2 we discuss in detail the general
benefits he cites).

2. It was with shock that we discovered, while researching this book
and in the course of trying to obtain information on damaging
projects, how secretive aid officials are about their activities in the
Third World: some questions are simply never answered (see note
1), those that are answered usually take months to arrive, and as
was explained by officials at the IDB and CIDA (see IDB letter
of May 25, 1983 from the Canadian Executive Director's office
to Energy Probe and the CIDA letter of January 3, 1984 from
W. McWhinney to Energy Probe), feasibility studies and environ
mental assessments for pr~jects funded by these agencies are the
property of the country receiving the aid. Therefore, the public that
finances these projects cannot see the basis on which decisions are
made to fund them. And if the Third World country chooses not
to release information about these projects to citizens of Western
countries or to its own citizens (which is often the case as we explain
in chapters 1 and 10), then it is virtually impossible for the people
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2. Cranford Pratt's book, The Critical Phase in Tanzania 1945
1968: Nyerere and the Emergence oj A Socialist Strateg C
b'd U· . y, am-

n ge mverslty Press, 1976, illustrates Tanzania's sea h f. . . I f rc or
mS~ltutlOna orms of mass participation and democratic control
whIch would be expressive of communal values withl'n a 0 ne-party
state. About the 1963 to 1967 period he concludes' "What h. ever t e
~onger-.term democratic potential of the new structures .... their
ImmedIate consequences have been to consolidate power in the
hands of the present leaders, to silence their critics and to lessen
the autonomy of previously independent institutions."

Despite President Nyerere's conviction that "A people cannot
be developed: they can only develop themselves," that people cannot
be coerced into a socialist society, he insisted on using pressure to
get the peasants to live in villages. Fearing that Tanzania would
develop slowly as long as peasants lived in their scattered home
s:e~ds, in 1967 h~ set forth the principles of "ujamaa" - people
hvmg and workmg together for the good of all in democratic
communities. Initially, the purpose was to consolidate rural com~
munities into villages, enabling the provision of local services such
as schools, water supplies, agricultural and veterinary services and
p~litical education. Later, peasants were urged not only to li~e in
VIllages but also to farm communally. While he allowed the im
plementation of the latter policy to lag, Pratt explains that Nyerere
felt villagization was "such a basic requirement of progress that
some coercion may be justified to overcome initial opposition to
it. "
3. ~ro~ "Beyond Africa's present crisis," by John Maddey in New
Sczenllst, August 2, 1984. John Madeley gives, as one of the reasons
for this unexpected outcome, the fact that women and children are
exploited by men who want to market their produce in order to
have money for beer and other luxuries. "When the national
economy is in a mess, there is less opportunity for that exploita'.
tion."
4. ibid.
5, Although foreign aid accounts for only about 3.5 percent of total
flows of financial resources to developing countries (see GECD
Development Co-operation: 1982 Review, OEeD, Paris, 1982),
it is extremely influential because other sources of funding for

who ultimately finance the projects and those who must live with
their consequences to get even the most basic details about them.

Virtually no one can get internal multilateral bank documents
because they are highly To overcome this secrecy, the
U.S. Congress began attaching, in the 1970s, a provision in each
year's Appropriation Act requiring that these documents be availa~
ble to members of the U.S. government. However, before they can
be jl"eleased to members of the U.S. public, if the bank is willing
to release them at all, they must be edited by the bank and the U.S.

Treasury Department.
Not only are these aid agencies secretive, they are also unac~

countable. With respect to international multilateral agencies such
as the World Bank, their staff cannot be subpoenaed to appear
before legislative bodies. In the U.S., for example, because the
multilateral banks are exempt from appearing before any legisla~
tive body, they deal with Congress solely through the Treasury

Department.
Each country is represented at the bank by a Governor, which

in Canada's case is either the Secretary of State for External Affairs
(for the four regional development banks) or the Minister of
Finance (for the World Bank and the IMF). This was intended
to be a mechanism for accountability. However, statements such
as that made by the Secretary of State for External Affairs (and
by the senior Vice-President of CIDA - se~ note 1) that the IDB,
not Canada, was funding a feasibility study of a hydroelectric dam
in Haiti, indicate the mechanism is not working. If Canada's
Governor to the IDB does not accept responsibility on behalf of
Canada for the IDB's aid projects, then who will? The
ambiguity of for the activities of these multilateral
aid agencies, and the of our representatives to disown
the banks when are casts doubt on the wisdom of remain-

ing in them as members.

1. "Philippines faces economic collapse," in Report on Business,
Globe and Mail, September 27, 1984. Also see "The Revolt With
in" by T.D. Allman in Harper's, September 1984.
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development projects (which are often too large and too risky to
be funded by anyone source) come forth once a project receives
a commitment from a foreign aid agency. Joint financing of many
development projects comes from national aid agencies, multilater
al aid agencies (such as the World Bank), export promotion agen
cies of Western countries, commercial banks, and by the recipient
Third World governments themselves. These development projects
are more likely to be backed by non-aid sources if they fit into a
grand development scheme (Five and Ten Year Plans) usually
prepared at the behest of the aid agencies who want to see h?w
the aid they are giving will fit into the jigsaw puzzle of an emergmg
Third World industrial economy. For these reasons, the bilateral
aid agencies that channel country-to-country aid, and the multilat
eral aid agencies that channel the pooled aid funds from many
industrial countries to Third World countries, have great influence
over the setting of Third World development agendas.
6. "Lending Institutions Stall Latin American Progress," by Man
uel F. Ayau in the Wall Street Journal, November 18, 1983, also
describes how spending by these international agencies has under

mined the national welfare, by:
putting governments in the business of power generation

and distribution, telecommunications, railroads, shipping or
other ventures that invariably end up charging monopoly
prices and losing money to booL ..

A typical case: During the last two decades, the government
of Guatemala socialized the electricity business. Over these
years, several small, uneconomical hydro and thermal plants
have been built by the government, and recently a very large
hydro plant was completed. The political changes in Guate
mala have not resulted in stable and sound planning or
operating procedures. The end result is that individuals and
industry are now paying more than 12 cents a kilowatt-hour,
four times the competitive rate.

The problem is aggravated by lending institutions that
insist that electric power rates guarantee a 9 percent yield
on capital investment in order to service the debt. Of course,
the soundness of such a policy is not considered. (It's a bit
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like the child who is selling lemonade at $1,000 a glass; all
she has to do is sell one glass.)

Because it is illegal to generate power for sale, many firms
have opted to purchase diesel engines to produce their own
power at a cost of eight cents a kwh. It is also cheaper to cook
with imported propane than with the existing hydro-gener_
ated power. These uneconomical expenditures on diesel en
gines, diesel fuel, propane and other fuels would not be
necessary were it not for the government's energy venture.
The overall effect is to drain the Guatemalan economy by
making local industry noncompetitive with foreign producers
and to cause severe economic strain for the average Guatema
lan energy-user.

7. Energy development projects in the Third World over the last
three decades have focussed almost exclusively on the production
of electrical poweL Only recently have aid agencies begun to show
interest in the development of oil and gas and new energy sources
~uch as geothermal energy and renewable energy. Cheryl Payer
III her book, The World Bank: A Critical Analysis, Monthly
Review Press, New York, 1982, reports: "The financing of electric
power projects was one of the first types of lending from the World
Bank to Third World nations; and for many years it remained the
largest sectoL At the end of fiscal year 1980 it represented, cumula
tively, the second largest sector, after agriculture and rural develop
ment, with over $14 billion, or 21 percent of the total funds lent
by the Bank for all purposes throughout its history!'

The other multilateral development banks dedicated roughly the
same proportion of their total lending to energy as did the World
Bank: 23 percent for the Asian Development Bank between 1972
and 1978; 25 percent for the Inter-American Development Bank
between 1972 and 1978. And, like the World Bank, the vast
majority of their energy loans went to electric power. In those
periods the Asian Development Bank loaned 98.3 percent to elec
tricity generation and transmission and the Inter-American Devel
opment Bank loaned 94.1 percent to electricity generation and
transmission. Well over half of these loans went to the generation
and transmission of hydroelectricity. For more details on this see,
The World Energy Triangle, by Thomas Hoffman and Brian
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Johnson, Ballinger Publishing Company, Massachusetts, 1981.
Also see note 2, chapter 3.
8. This is not to say that people in infertile valleys or plains cannot
be agriculturally successful. The South African bushmen are a
good example of a people who have adapted their techniques of
subsistence to what is, by most measures, an inhospitable, harsh,
and barren physical environment. However, the river valleys in
the Third World that are potential sites for hydroelectric develop
ment are usually populated by farming communities who have
settled there to take advantage of the natural fertilization and
irrigation provided by the annual floods, or to take advantage of
the water supply for their man-made irrigation systems. In Nige
ria, 50,000 people who lived along the Niger river and who used
it for irrigation and small commercial fishing were forced to move
to less fertile upland soil by the World Bank- and CIDA-sponsored
Kainji Dam.
9. From brochures describing the work of the Anti-Slavery Society
today. The Anti-Slavery Society for the Protection of Human
Rights is located in London, England.
10. One example of a jointly financed megaproject is the Brazilian
Tucurui hydroelectric plant (part of the Tocantins River Basin
Hydroelectric Project). Providing a portion of the loans to cover
its $4 billion price tag are: the Arab Banking Corporation, Bank
of America, Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce, Chase Mer
chant Banking Group, Dresdner Bank A.G., Libra Bank 1,td.,
National Bank of Canada and Nippon Credit Corporation. Re
ported in the Brazil-Canada Newsletter, July/August 1981, pub
lished by the Brazil-Canada Chamber of Commerce, Toronto. The
power from the dam is intended for aluminum plants and the Great
Carajas project -- a $62 billion program of mining, forestry and
agricultural development in the Brazilian Amazon region, which
is in part being funded by the World Bank. The dam - the world's
fourth largesopment in the Brazilian Amazon region, which is in
part being funded by the World Bank. The dam - the world's
fourth largest - will produce 8,000 MW, create a 834 square mile
reservoir where tropical forests once stood, necessitate the resettle
ment of as many as 30,000 non-Amerindian people, and flood the
lands (or cover the land with transmission lines) belonging to some
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87,000 indigenous people including the Parakanan, Surui
Gavioes, Guajajara/Tenethehara, Amanaye, Anambe, and Assur~
ini Indians. For more information on Tucurui see Environmental
Assessment ofthe Tucurui Hydroproject Rio Tocantins, Amazonia,
Brazil, by Robert Goodland, 1978 Eletronorte S/A, Brazil, and
for the effect of Tucurui and the Great Carajas Program on the
indigenous people see The Global Reporter, The Anthropology
Resource Center, March 1983; Indian Areas Threatened by Hy
droelectric Projects in Brazil, by Paul L. Aspelin and Silvio Coelho
dos Santos, International Work Group for Indigenous Affairs
Document 44, Copenhagen, October 1981; and, "Electric Colon
ialism," by Paul L. Aspelin in Soft Energy Notes, San Francisco,
July/August 1982.
11. "A Third World Spring?" by Flora Lewis in the New York
Times, April 8, 1984.
12. ibid.
13. ibid.
14. "Central American Aid - A Waste," by Walter LaFeber in
the New York Times, February 26, 1984.
15. "A Third World Spring?" op. cit.

Chapter 1, pages 27-36

1. The International Bill ofHuman Rights, including the Univer
sal Declaration of Human Rights, the International Covenant on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, and the International Cove
nant on Civil and Political Rights and the Optional Protocol to
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, published
by the Office of Public Information, United Nations, New York
1978. The U.N. transformed the principles of the Universal Decla
ration of Human Rights (proclaimed by the U.N. General Assem
bly in 1948) into treaty provisions which establish legal obligations
on the part of each ratifying State. These are enshrined in two
covenants: the International Covenant on Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights and the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights. The Universal Declaration applies to "all peoples
and all nations." Both covenants outline in their preambles "the
inherent dignity ... the equal and inalienable rights of all members
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of the human family." Both, although with slightly different word
ing, recognize "the ideal of free human beings enjoying freedom
from fear and want can only be achieved if conditions are created
whereby everyone may enjoy his economic, social and cultural
rights, as well as his civil and political rights." In addition to these
universal standards there are also the unequivocal rights as out
lined in the International Labor Organization's Convention 107,
"Convention Concerning the Protection and Integration of Indige
nous and other Tribal and Semi-Tribal Populations in Indepen
dent Countries," which are referred to by groups like Survival
International in their defense of indigenous peoples rights: "The
right of ownership, collective or individual, of the members of the
populations concerned over the lands which these populations
traditionally occupy shall be recognized." See especially Article 11
in Conventions and Recommendations Adopted By the Interna
tional Labor Conference at its Fortieth Session, International Labor
Organization, Geneva, 1957.
2. This statement appears as part (ii) of Articles 1 in both the
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights,
and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights of
the International Bill of Human Rights, op. cit.
3. Article 25 of the International Covenant on Economic, Social
and Cultural Rights of the International Bill of Human Rights,
op. cit.
4. Article 27 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights of the International Bill of Human Rights, op. cit.
5. Of course, energy projects are not the only culprits. A whole
gamut of projects, especially "frontier development" projects, de
prive people of their land. For example, the controversial Polonor
oeste Project to develop the mineral, forest and agricultural re
sources of an area larger than the state of California in North-west
Brazil will endanger the lives and land of some 8,000 people
comprising 30 different indigenous groups. This is being funded
by the World Bank.

Moreover, it is not just aid money that funds these projects but
also export promotion packages to industrial country consultants
and manufacturers. For example, Canada's Export Development
Corporation, which insures Canadian exporters against non-pay-
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ment - generally "sweetening" export deals to help make Canadi
an exports more competitive - has facilitated Canadian corporate
involvement in some notorious hydroelectric projects around the
world. For example, $3.5 million in U.S. funds went to help a
Brazilian electric utility purchase from Canadian General Electric
and Dominion Engineering Works shunt reactors for Brazil and
Paraquay's gargantuan Itaipu hydroelectric complex (which dis
placed 42,000 farmers without adequate compensation); $60.1
million in Canadian funds went to a Venezuelan electric utility
to purchase generators, exciters, installation and technical services
from Canadian General Electric for Guri n, a hydroelectric dam
opposed by indigenous peoples. The dam, half-owned by Reynolds
Metals, powers an aluminum smelter. This information came from
correspondence from EDC Oune 21,1983) to Energy Probe.
6. The Philippines: Authoritarian government, multinationals and
ancestral lands by the Anti-Slavery Society, Indigenous Peoples
and Development series Report No.1 - 1983, England.
7. After the 1980 killing of a Kalinga elder and spokesman by the
Philippine Armed Forces, the World Bank withdrew its funding
for the dams. However, it continued to fund the Chico River
Irrigation Project (downstream of the dams project) which will
operate at one-third capacity until the hydrodams, which provide
necessary water storage, are built. Although the 1981 Philippine
Five-year National Energy Program made no mention of the Chico
Dams, residents of the valley fear that it has not been cancelled,
but only postponed because power lines and irrigation canals that
will feed off the Chico Dams have already begun to march across
the neighboring lowland provinces. See "Dam the Chico:
Hydropower Development and Tribal Resistance" by Charles
Drucker, San Francisco, 1984 (to be published by The Ecologist
in England).

Additional information on the Chico Dams comes from the
following sources: International Work Group for Indigenous Af
fairs Newsletter, No. 34, Denmark, July 1983; Anthropology Re
source Center Newsletter, March 1981; Survival International
Information Packs, April 1983 and Survival International
Review, Vol. 6, No.3 (35) and Vol. 6, No.4 (36); Cultural Survival
Newsletter, Summer 1980.
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8. Dam the Chico, op. cit.
9. The Philippines: Authoritarian government, multinationals and
ancestral lands, op. cit.
10. ibid
11. ibid
12. ARC Newsletter, op. cit.
13. The Philippine: Authoritarian government, multinationals and

ancestral lands, op. cit.
14. "Resettlement" by Thayer Scudder in Man-made Lakes and
Human Health by N.F. Stanley and M.P. Alpers (editors), New
York, Academic Press, 1975.
15. The World Bank: A Critical Analysis by Cheryl Payer, Month
ly Review Press, New York, 1982.
16. Disease also increased in the areas bordering Lake Kariba, the
artificial lake that was created. For example, bilharzia, a debilitat
ing and sometimes fatal disease spread by a snail that thrives in
calm waters, was spread dramatically by a water-weed that covered
most of the surface of the lake in its first years. From Large Dams
and the Developing World: Social and Environmental Costs and
Benefits - A Look at Africa by Warren Linney and Susan Harri
son Environment Liaison Centre, Nairobi, Kenya, September,
1981.
17. Another researcher, Eugene K. Balon, describes in "Kariba:
The Dubious Benefits of Large Dams" in Ambio, Volume 7, No.
2, 1978, how the people of the Gwembe Valley (the valley flooded
by Lake Kariba), who were once food self-sufficient, two decades
later still depended on outside sources of food. "Only a small part
of the human population along the shores of Lake Kariba is
engaged in fishing, while the majority are farmers reaping a very
meager harvest and suffering from frequent crop failures; most of
the time they depend on government grain subsidies."
18. According to an internal WorId Bank document, between 1969
and 1978, 170,000 members of tribal groups were forced to mo~e

so that their lands could be flooded by bank-financed hydroelectrIc
schemes. See Tropical Moist Forests: The Resources, The People,
The Threat by Catherine Caufield, An Earthscan Paperback,

1982.
19. Human rights abuses on a large scale have taken place in the
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past in Canada and the U.S. - our treatment of blacks and
indigenous peoples the best known among them. But because our
institutions have evolved to better protect minorities, the scale of
abuse currently present in the West does not approach that found
today in the Third WorId.
20. From a petition signed by 2,622 T'bolis of Lake Sebu in the
Philippines to the Asian Development Bank published in The
Philippines: Authoritarian government, multinationals and ances
tral lands, op. cit.

Chapter 2, pages 37-44

1. The international development banks, such as the WorId Bank
and the four regional development banks, lend 100 percent of their
aid. Bilateral agencies provide both outright grants and loans. For
example, Canada's bilateral aid agency, CIDA, lent 65 to 75
percent of its 1980-83 energy aid budget while the remaining 25
to 35 percent was given as grants. From Energy Probe correspon
dence with Peter Haines, Vice-President, Resources Branch,
CIDA, January 17, 1984.
2. World Bank information sheet issued by their Public Relations
Department, Washington, D.C. (no date given).
3. The original price for electricity from the Akosombo Dam,
negotiated by Kaiser and Reynolds, was 2.625 mills and was to
remain in force for thirty years. David Hart (see note 7) calculated
that by 1976, despite a rise in the rate to 3.25 mills, Reynolds and
Kaiser were not paying the cost price of generating the electricity
it used. Researchers for the Washington-based Center for Develop
ment Policy and the Worldwatch Institute calculated that if 56
developing countries with over 100 hydroelectric plants raised their
electricity rates to the world average they would gain $10 billion
in new annual revenues. From: "Let the Price of Hydro Rise" by
S. Biddle and D. Deudney in Renews, No.9, Non-governmental
Organization newspaper for the U.N. Conference on New and
Renewable Sources of Energy, Nairobi, August 1981.
4. The World Bank: A Critical Analysis, by Cheryl Payer, Monthly
Review Press, New York, 1982.
5. Fortune, October, 1975.
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6. Cities and the Wealth of Nations by Jane Jacobs, Random
House, New York, 1984.
127. The Volta River Project: A Case Study in Politics and Tech
nology by David Hart. University Press, Edinburgh, 1980.
8. This expression of hope that the Volta River Project would turn
Ghana into a Utopia was made by Grace Ayensu, a member of
the Convention Peoples Party, in the Legislative Assembly De
bates, February 22, 1961, Ghana. See David Hart's study (note
7) for this quote.
9. From a January 23, 1984 response by the Secretary of State for
External Affairs, Allan J. MacEachen, to an Energy Probe news
letter addressing the costs of large-scale hydro dams in Third
World countries.
10. Take, for example, the Cerron Grande hydroelectric project
in El Salvador funded by the World Bank and the Inter-American
Development Bank. Robert Goodland, at the time an ecologist with
the Cary Arboretum of the New York Botanical Garden, Environ
mental Protection Program, noted in his environmental assessment
of the project that "5 or 10 thousand people or more (it is frighten
ing that construction can be permitted to start even before the
number of people are known), live in the area to be flooded and
will be forced to abandon their homes." See Cerron Grande Hydro
electric Project: Environmental Impact Reconnaissance by Robert
Goodland for The World Bank, April, 1973. Apparently, no one
ever traced where these evacuees ended up, but many were believed
to have simply joined the ranks of the urban unemployed.
11. See note 3. The low price Ghana received for its power forced
the scrapping of the plans originally agreed to by Ghana and
Kaiser. These involved the establishment of an alumina processing
plant to use Ghana's 400 million ton bauxite reserve (instead of
importing bauxite for Kaiser's aluminum smelter). As Nicholas
Burnett reports in Multinational Monitor, "Kaiser Shortcircuits
Ghanaian Development," February 1980, Kaiser's payments to
Ghana barely cover the interest and amortization payments on the
$117 million in loans taken out to build the Akosombo Dam, let
alone pay the $500 to $600 million for an alumina refinery. As
the Chief Executive Officer of Kaiser's project put it, "Ghana can't
afford these extra foreign exchange costs at present."
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12. The Globe and Mail, Toronto, June 9, 1983, reported that
because of lack of rain and low water conditions the Volta River
Authority requested that Kaiser and Reynolds postpone operations
of their smelter until hydroelectric generating conditions improved.
A year later, still no power was being produced by either the
Akosombo Dam or the K'pong Dam, 20 miles downstream. From
Energy Probe correspondence with Ontario Hydro, June 27, 1984.
13. The Volta River Project, op. cit. The plan would have delivered
irrigation water by gravity from Volta Lake and by pumping water
from the Volta River to 440,000 acres of the Accra Plains south
of the dam site. "Large-scale mechanized agricultural methods
were to be used on plots that were all to be above a minimum size
.... fertilizers and pesticides were to be liberally used." However,
as Hart explains, "No moves have been made to implement this
scheme so that the idea of irrigating the Accra Plains remains in
abeyance."

14. The State of India's Environment 1982 - A Citizens'
Report, The Centre for Science and Environment New Delhi, ,
1982.
15. ibid.

16. Desertification, by Alan Grainger, An Earthscan Paperback,
London, 1982.

As early as 1969 alarms were sounded about massive irrigation
systems. Dr. Raymond L. Nace of the U.S. Geological Survey told
a UNESCO conference in 1969 that farmers displaced by the
Kariba Dam between Zambia and Zimbabwe (then Rhodesia)
experienced one bumper crop on the new land, but since then
farming has been dogged by a series of disasters resulting from
unanticipated changes in the water table and water level and the
new necessity of plowing in the rainy season. See "Water projects
lack full studies on effects" in The Kingston Whig-Standard,
Kingston, Canada, December 17, 1969.
17. M.K. Ranjitsinh writes in Ambio that "As countries turn more
and more to hydropower to meet their energy requirements .... the
populations that do have to be relocated are almost invariably
settled on cleared forestland, that being almost the only arable land
now left in most countries." See "Forest Destruction in Asia and
the South Pacific," Ambio, Vol. 8, No.5, 1979. In the case of both
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and Susan Harrison, published by the Environment Liaison
Centre, Nairobi, September 1981.
5. Down to Earth: Environment and Human Needs by Erik
Eckholm, International Institute for Environment and Develop
ment, Pluto Press, Great Britain, 1982.
6. The State of India's Environment 7982: A Citizens' Report by
the Centre for Science and Environment, New Delhi, 1982. This
is an excellent source of information on watershed management
programs and their effect on the rural population. See also the
testimony of Brent Blackwelder, Director of the Water Resources
Policy Project at the Environmental Policy Institute, in the tran
scripts of the U.S. House of Representatives Committee on Bank
ing, Finance and Urban Affairs, Subcommittee on International
Development Institutions and Finance, Environmental Impact of
Multilateral Development Bank-funded Projects, June 28 and 29,
Washington, 1983.
7. Brent Blackwelder's testimony, op. cit.
8. See Not Man Apart, October 1983, published by Friends of the
Earth, San Francisco, for their collection of articles entitled "Dam
ming the World."

9. "Muddy waters move mountains" by D.E. Walling in The
Geographical Magazine, May 1984.
10. ibid.

11. Some researchers have placed an economic value on this loss
of topsoil through erosion. In his article, "Sedimentation problems
in river basins" in Nature and Resources, UNESCO, April-June
1983, Ake Sundborg quotes a Swedish International Development
Agency study that estimated that during the 1970s in Kenya soil
erosion accounted each year for an economic loss that was higher
than the value of the annual gross national product.
12. "Science losing malaria fight to mosquitoes" in Globe and
Mail, October 11, 1983.
13. ibid. See also The Quest for Harmony, op. cit.
14. Brent Blackwelder's testimony, op. cit.
15. See note 2. Also, in the Memorandum of Canada to the
Development Assistance Committee of the Organization for Em,.
nomic Co-operation and Development, Annual Aid Review
7982, Canadian aid officials describe the dimensions of the 1982
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1. The two new sites, at La Chapelle and Verrettes on the Artibon
ite River were identified in a Canadian aid-funded survey of
Haiti's h~droelectric potential: Potential hydro-electrique de la
riviere Artibonite by Lalonde, Girouard, Lentendre et Associes
Ltee. Projet d'Inventaire des Ressources Hydrauliques, Agence
Canadienne de Developpement International, Republique
d'Haiti, Juin 1976.
2. See Introduction, note 7. The power generation projects funded
by the major aid agencies tended to favor hydroelectricity over
thermal-generated electricity. In the last decade, the World Bank
lent slightly more to hydroelectric than to thermal electric projects
while the Asian Development Bank lent almost twice as much. All
of the Inter-American Development Bank's power generation
projects were for hydroelectricity, over 90 percent of the European
Development Fund's power budget, close to half of the Federal
Republic of Germany's, and 87 percent of Britain's. Since the late
1970s virtually 100 percent of CIDA's power generation budget
has gone to hydroelectricity, and, in the latter half of the 1970s,
85 percent of France's power generation aid budget went to
hydroelectricity. From The World Energy Triangle: A Strategy
for Cooperation by Thomas Hoffman and Brian Johnson, Interna
tional Institute for Environment and Development, Ballinger Pub
lishing Company, Massachusetts, 1981.
3. The Quest for Harmony by Calestous Juma, published by the
Environment Liaison Centre, Nairobi, August 1980.
4. Large Dams and the Developing World: Social and Environ
mental Costs and Benefits: A Look at Africa. by Warren Linney

Chapter 3, pages 45-49
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the Kainji Dam and the Kariba Dam between Zambia
and Zimbabwe (then Rhodesia) - both funded by the World Bank
- communities evacuated from the valleys to be flooded were
settled on less fertile upland soils. See Large Dams and the Devel
oping World, Social and Environmental Costs and Benefits: A Look
at Africa by Warren Linney and Susan Harrison for the Environ
ment Liaison Centre, Kenya, September 1981.
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energy aid program as being an "emphasis on smaller-scale energy
technologies to complement Canada's traditional and continuing
focus on major hydroelectric generation and distribution projects."

Chapter 4, pages 50-57

1. The Economic Effects of an Untying of Canadian Bilateral
Aid, published in July 1976, by The Effectiveness Evaluation
Division of the Planning Branch of the Treasury Board Secretariat.
This document was kept classified until September 1983, when
it was declassified in response to a request from Energy Probe.
2. Partners in Development: Report ofthe Commission on Interna
tional Development, Praeger, 1969.
3. CBC's The Fifth Estate, April 4, 1978.
4. Energy Probe's Statistical Handbook: The Other Energy Pie,
by David Poch, Energy Probe, Toronto, 1985. The national figures
for energy use per capita and for energy use per unit of Gross
Domestic Product given in Poch's book are based on data from the
u.N. Statistical Yearbook - 1981, and the OECD Main Economic
Indicators, Appendix.
5. One sorry example is an ill-fated semi-automatic bakery, built
for Tanzania with Canadian aid in the early 1970s. The complex,
which was supplied by a Canadian manufacturer of large-scale
bakery equipment, began baking bread five years late and for twice
the price that the same capacity bakery equipment could have been
supplied by West German or Japanese manufacturers. And, in
contrast to other bakeries in the capital city which employ high
ceilings for air circulation, the Canadian-funded bakery, designed
for the climatic conditions of Alberta, had a low ceiling with
enclosed walls and a complex set of fans.

Because Tanzania is a net importer of wheat flour, Canadian
aid is also funding the Basotu wheat growing scheme where "Cana
dian wheat farming practices as employed on the prairies may be
introduced." See Perpetuating Poverty: The Political Economy of
Canadian Foreign Aid by Robert Carty and Virginia Smith of the
Latin America Working Group, Between the Lines, Toronto,
1981.

In order to transplant this energy-intensive agricultural system
from Canada to Tanzania, traditional pastorists, the Barabegs, had
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to be displaced. According to Roger Young, author of Canadian
Development Assistance to Tanzania, The North-South Institute,
Ottawa, 1983, "PreviOUSly idle land is being brought under cultiva
tion with the sophisticated technology of modem scientific research
mechanized agriculture and large-scale production." ,
6. According to Ontario Hydro's 1982 Annual Report, it "received
about $9 million in revenue from these [international] activities."
Among the CIDA contracts involving Ontario Hydro are the
following:

.. nine Ontario Hydro staff are training hydroelectric operators
and maintenance employees for the Volta River Authority
in Ghana (the body that oversees the Akosombo Dam see
chapter 2). The project also involves a data processing ;udit
and the development of terms of reference for a management
audit of the VRA,

.. in 1971-73, Ontario Hydro provided a twelve man-year
planning and engineering team to the Nigeria Niger Dams
and helped bring the Kainji hydroelectric project into service,

" Ontario Hydro has supplied short-term assistance to CIDA
projects in Botswana, Lesotho, Swaziland, and Egypt.

For more information see Ontario Hydro Annual Reports
and Foreign Projects Bimonthly and Quarterly Reports
available from Ontario Hydro, Toronto.

In 1978, Hydro-Quebec assigned the task of exporting its
know-how to a subsidiary, Hydro-Quebec International.
This subsidiary, which in 1982 alone earned $16 million is
currently concentrating its activities in Saudi Arabia, India,
Bangladesh, Cameroon, Guinea Conakry, Argentina and
Haiti. Among its international work is:

" a contract with the national electrical utility of Mali to
provide coordination services for the country's first electricity
and water supply project,

" a contract with Guinea Conakry to train a group of Guinean
engineers at Hydro-Quebec,

" marketing efforts in South America on transmission-line
work and participation in studies for a nuclear power station,

" a $10 million technical cooperation agreement signed in the
spring with the Societe Nationale d'Electricite du Cameroun
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(SONEL) which provides for a group of Hydro-Quebec
experts to be sent to SONEL and for future Cameroonian
engineers to be trained in ",,_'CLIC'.,

See Hydro-Quebec Annual Reports for the years 1982 and 1983
for more information.
7. In Ontario, for example, where power from small hydroelectric
power plants was replaced with larger thermal electric generating
plants, the small-scale hydro industry all ?ut died out. ~lthough

it is undergoing a minor resurgence now, It faces an uplll11 battle
because Ontario Hydro is not obligated to buy power from inde
pendent power producers who can generate power more cheaply
than Ontario Hydro. The large-scale, centralized, monopoly ap
proach to providing power prevails, and it is with this approach
that Ontario Hydro and Hydro-Quebec go into the Third World
as advisors.
8. The Treasury Board found that $41.8 million in production
would have been lost. Assuming a 15 percent profit on the $41.8
million, the lost benefit of that production amounts to only $6.27
million; assuming a 20 percent profit, the benefit lost is $8.36. By
extrapolating from the Treasury Board's 1974 findings, we esti
mate that lost production for the 1982 year would have amounted
to $75 million and the lost profit to between $11 million and $15
million. These compare unfavorably to the $135 million to $225
million taxpayers overpaid because the aid was tied.
9. The Treasury Board found that only $100 million difference
in balancc of payments would havc resulted, or "only one-quarter
of one percent of current account payments in 1974." This wors
cned balance of situation would not have hurt the econo-
my at all, according to the Board report.
10. In the case of Canada's raw price - not innovations
- influences of wheat or timber, and in the
case of manufactured where Canada lacks both the ability
to innovate and the ability to compete, the argument is largely
irrelevant "owing to the branch-plant nature of a large segment
of our industry."
11. Holders of the Canadian dollars will eventually trade them in
for Canadian goods and services (rather than continuing to ex
change them for another country's goods or services or for another
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country's currency). When they do, they are likely to purchase
those goods and services for which Canadians are competitive
producers. The unpredictability of this outcome for Canada's ex
port picture is unnerving for a government that is trying to promote
exports from particular industries, especially those in a slump.
Seen in this light, tied aid is nothing more than a tool for promotion
of particular exports. Critics such as Energy Probe and the North
South Institute ask only that a spade be called a spade. If the
intention is to promote exports, the export promotion program
should not be masquerading as a foreign aid program.
12. "Private sector must work to improve contract record," Globe
and Mail, September 24, 1984.

13. "Ottawa's Aid/Trade Fund, a marriage of inconvenience" by
Shelton Gordon, in Globe and Mail, April 20, 1984.
14. For an indication of who constitutes this business lobby and
what their positions are, see the submission of the Canadian
Manufacturing Association to the Parliamentary Task Force on
North-South Relations, August 1980, and Strengthening Canada
Abroad, the Final Report of the Export Promotion Review Com
mittee (made up of representatives from 16 corporations) to the
Minister of Industry, Trade and Commerce, November 30, 1979.
15. Parliamentary Task Force on North-South Relations, Report
to House of Commons on the Relations Between Developed and
Developing Countries, House of Commons, Canada, 1980.
16. A Report on Canadians' Attitudes Toward Foreign Aid, con
ducted and published by the Canadian International Development
Agency, November 1980.

Chapter 5, pages 61-67

1. Energy jor Development by John Foster, Efrain Friedmann,
James W. Howe, Francisco R. Parra, and David H. Pollock,
prepared for the North-South Roundtable of the Society for Inter
national Development, Praeger, 1981; and Energy Strategiesjor
Developing Countries by J. Dunkerley, W. Ramsey, 1,. Gordon,
E. Cecelski, Resources for the Future, John Hopkins University
Press, 1981. Even when non-commercial fuels such as wood, cow
dung, and other "traditional fuels," which are the main sources
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of fuels for much of the Third World, are included, the industrial
countries' energy is still three times that of the Third

World's.
2. North"South: A Program for Survival, the Report of the Indepen~

dent Commission on International Development Issues, (also
known as the Brandt Commission 1980.
3. Energy in the Developing Countries, World Bank, August 1980.
4. This analysis was made by Anil Agarwal of the Centre for
Science and New in a paper presented to the
December 1982 meeting of the NGO Taskforce on Alternative
Approaches to Development in Geneva, entitled Sustainable De~

velopment: Linkages Between North and South. .
5. Tropical Moist Forests: The Resources, The People, The Threat
by Catherine Caufield, An Earthscan Paperback, London, 1982.
See also "Preservation and Production: Multinational Timber
Corpora~ionsand Tropical Moist Forests" by Dr. Norman Myers,
published in the Council on Economic Priorities Newsletter, CEP
Publication N 0-5, September 1980.
6. See "Preservation and Production," op. cit.; and Tropical Moist

}torests, op. cit.
7. Tropical Moist Forests, op. cit. Ironically, the Ivory Coast :-vi!l
lose not only its forests but also the foreign exchange earner It IS
plundering: one··quarter of its foreign exchange earnings come
from forest product exports.
8. The causes of deforestation are still not well understood and,
of course, vary from country to country. However it is becoming
dear that, on a the collection of woodfuel is not the

cause of deforestation. the major cause of deforesta-
tion appears to be the of land for farming, which includes
cattle cash crop and subsistence agricultural
by those for various reasons, are squeezed off their former
lands. as out in this chapter, is also a significant
contributor, not because it leaves a degraded forest in its wake
but because the forest is soon cleared completely for agricultural
purposes. Other causes include hydro dams, road building, and
mining. In for example, official figures attribute 38 percent
of all deforestation in the Amazon between 1966 and 1975 to cattle
ranching (most of which was encouraged with state financial
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incentives); 31 perc~nt to agricultur~ (over half state-sponsored);
and 27 percent to hIghway constructIOn. See Trapical Moist For
ests, op. cit., and Tropical Forest Resources by J.P. Lanly, FAO
Forestry Paper No. 30, FAO, 1982.
9. For further information on the contribution of cattle ranching
to deforestation, see "The Hamburger Connection: How Central
America's Forests Become North America's Hamburgers" by Nor
man Myers, Ambio, Vol. 10, No.1, 1981; Tropical Forest Re
sources, op. cit. and Earth First, Nevada, March 20, 1984.
10. "Rainforests and the Hamburger Society" by James D. Na~
tions and Daniel 1. Komer in Environment, Washington, April
1983.

11. "Moist Forest of the Tropics A Plea for Protection and
Development" by Robert O. Blake in Journal '84, World Re~

sources Institute, Washington, 1984.
12. "Ecological wreckage is hidden cause of Salvador war," Globe
and Mail, Sept 24, 1981, and Ecodevelopment and International
Cooperation by Howard Daugherty, Charles Jeanneret-Gmsjean
and H.F. Fletcher,jointly published by Environment Canada and
the Canadian International Development Agency in 1979.

Chapter 6, pages 68-75

1. "In defence of population growth" by Fred New
Scientist, August 9, 1984.

2. The World Bank in World DevelojJment Report 1984, its annual
review of conditions in developing countrics, predicted tragedy if
population growth rates didn't come down. Another World Bank
prcdiction, this time by its president, A. W. Clausen, in
"Too many mouths to feed," July 12, 1984, Toronto Star. Said
Clausen: "For the poorest countries, devclopment may not be
possible at all unless slower population growth can be achieved
soon." As described in "World pDpulation rise condemns millions
to poverty," Globe and Mad, 11,1984: " ..
and economic development are inextricably linked. Without SI01A!"'
ing population developing nations will never achieve the
economic and social development neccssary to the lives
of their citizenry, the poor."
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3. "In defence of population growth," op. cit.
4. Haiti's annual rate of population increase, from the U.N. Statis
tical Office Demographic Yearbook 1980, was 1.8 percent while
the Ivory Coast's was 3.5 percent. Both countries are faced with
impending denuding of their landscapes. In Haiti, erosion is so
pervasive that 14 million cubic yards of soil are washed into the
sea each year. Rain when it does come, runs off so rapidly that
flash floods make roads impassable and wash away the struggling
crops. See CUSO Forum, Ottawa, Winter 1983. In the Ivory Coast,
so few of the trees logged every year are replanted that the country's
tropical forests could be eliminated this decade.
5. "In defence of population growth," op. cit.
6. The Global 2000 Report to the President, a report prepared by
the Council on Environmental Quality and the Department of
State, Washington, 1980.
7. The Limits to Growth, a Report for the Club of Rome's Project
on the Predicament of Mankind by Donella H. Meadows, Dennis
L. Meadows, Jorgen Randel'S, and Williams Behrens III, Uni
verse Book, New York, 1972.
8. Potential Population Supporting Capacities oj Lands in the
Developing World by the Food and Agriculture Organization,
1983.
9. "Rural Energy Scarcity and Nutrition" by Srilatha Batliwala,
Economic and Political Weekly, February 27, 1982.
10. Amulya Reddy describes in "Energy Options for the Third
WorId" in Southern Persj)ectives on the Rural Energy Crisis,
published by Nautilus, August 1981, how "In the absence of
labor-saving devices and/or hired labor, these household energy
needs become work schedules and time budgets for the members
of the family, and these schedules and budgets can be achieved only
when there are at least two or three children to help parents ....
Such energy considerations are unfortunately completely ignored
by population planners."

Chapter 7, pages 76-82

1. "The Tragedy of the Commons" by Garrett Hardin, published
in Science, December 13, 1968.
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2. For more information on fuelwood use see "Fuelwood and
?harcoal in Developing Countries" by J. Arnold and J. Jongma
m Unasylva, VoL 29 No. 118, Food and Agriculture Organization
Rome, 1977; and F'uelwood and Rural Energy: Production and
Supply in the Humid Tropics by R.R. Moss and W.B. Morgan,
Tycooly International Publishing Ltd., Dublin, 1981.
3. "Forest Preservation in the Western Highlands of Guatemala"
by Thomas T. Veblen, in The Geographical Review, October 1978.
4. Social Economic and Ecological Impact oj Social Forestry in
Kola; by V. Shiv~, H.C. Sharatchandra, and J. Bandyopadhyay,
pubhs~:d by IndIan Institute of Management, Bangalore, India,
1981. I he reason for the sustainable use of communal forests
ex~lains the authors, was that the community was "a social organi~
z~tlOn based on commonly accepted norms and values which pro
VIde the organizing principles and control mechanisms for its
mem~ers.. A shared re.source can be managed through community
orgamzatlOn by the Implicit acceptance on the part of all the
members of a commonly shared norm for resource utilization."
5. ibid.

6. For more information on this contentious Bill see The State oj
India's Environment: A Citizens' Report 1982 by the Centre for
Science and Environment, New Delhi, 1982. Also see "The New
Forest Bill: Old Wine in a Very Old Bottle" by V. Shiva, J.
~,~ndyopadhyay, June 19, 1982, and "Forests for Industry's Prof
It by KP. Kannan, June 5, 1982, both in the Economic and
Political Weekly, India.
7. Dejorestation in Kenya: A Case oj Over-Exploitation oj the
Common-Property Resource? by Patricia Adams, Master's The
sis, University of Sussex, England, August 1979.
8. Troj)ical Moist Forests: The Resources, the People, The Threat
by Catherine Caufield, Earthscan Paperback, London, 1982.
9: All t~o ofte~, this is not possible. Traditional coastal fishing
Villages m India provide an interesting example of why not. For
centuries the exploitation of the common ocean resource was guided
by rigid controls to which everyone - including the wealthier
villagers - was subject. As a result, the marine resource was
managed sustainably. Recently though, the rich villagers started
using mechanized trawlers introduced through international and
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local funding agencies. This has allowed them to take more than
their share, causing a breakdown of community principles that had
dictated equitable and sustainable fishing practices.

In addition to this influx of outside resources was the introduc
tion of a market for fish. The commodities which these villages had
once harvested for local use only were now exchanged for goods
or money outside the village economy.

The richer villagers, who tended to have outside tics, were ideally
placed to take advantage of the urban markets for fish that were
opening up, and with these new markets they became independent
of their village economies. This independence led to the erosion
of the concepts of joint ownership and responsibility, an erosion
reinforced by making ocean resources (such as fish) a "national"
resource over which the state or federal governments had controL
As long as individual villagers had been entirely dependent on their
village economies to meet their needs they had a dear incentive
to protect the resource base, which was the only basis of their
sustenance.

Similarly, over-exploitation of the North American fishery
began only when the North American Indians came into contact
with the immigrant population and traders, who made fish a
marketable commodity.

Says a Toronto economist, Peter Victor, "the cultural checks that
historically had preserved the fishery were destroyed, giving rise
to an example of what would currently be termed the 'tragedy of
the commons'." He goes on to describe examples from history that
indicate that the expansion of the market system created the tragedy
of the commons by the traditional forms of social
relations which had once over-exploitation of communal
land.

For more on this interpretation see "Economics and the Chal
lenge of Environmental Issues" by Peter A. Victor in Ecology
versus Politics in Canada, edited by W. Leiss, University of Toron
to Press, 1979; and Social Economic and Ecological Impact ofSocial
Forestry in Kolar, op. cit.
10. "Forest Preservation in the Western Highlands of Guatemala,"
op. cit. Another example of a community which withstood outside
pressures on their formerly well-managed environment is the Sher-
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pa people of NepaL B.A. Coburn, writing in Nature and
!?-esou~ces, July-September 1983, in an article entitled, "Manag
mg HImalayan World Heritage Site," describes the effect of
China's takeover of Tibet in 1959.

'Waves of refugees fled Tibet, crossing the Nangpa La and other
~igh passes with their livestock, passing through - some settling
m - Khumba [Nepal]. In Tibet, trees were scarce; the unaccus
tomed abundance of Khumbu's forests prompted a lavish use of
local forest resources that scandalized resident Sherpas, who found
their regulatory institutions largely disregarded. One resident of
Namche asserted that the Tibetans burned two loads of wood
(approxi~ately 60 kilograms) per day, compared to the Sherpas'
conservatIOn half load .... before the migration from Tibet there
was more than enough grass for all the cattle, but the extensive
bands of sheep and other livestock brought from the far side of the
Himalayas 'ate the grass to the ground' .... starvation and disease
eventually decimated those animals, along with the Sherpas' herds,
though they have recovered enough to sustain some numbers at
the carrying capacity of the pasturage. The pastures and forests
have not fully recovered."

Chapter 8, pages 83-90

1. "Progress palls Katmandu's idyllic setting," Globe and Mail,
December 19,1983.

2. The link was important to the viability of Ontario Hydro's
nuclear expansion program. Because the growth in electrical de
mand in Ontario had fallen, the importance of export markets to
r.educe Hydro's surplus generating capacity was increasing. Ini
tIally, the cable would primarily carry coal-fired electricity, but
as Hydro's new reactors came on line, nudear electricity would
have phased out coal-fired electricity.

3. For more information on the G.P.lJ. electricity export deal see
The Employment Cost of Electricity Exports: The GPU Sale and
The GPU Deal: A Cost-Benefit Analysis of Ontario Hydro's Pro
posed Sale of Coat·Fired Electricity to General Public Utilities,
both written by Jack O. Gibbons and published by Energy Probe
in 1982.
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4. Energy Shock by Lawrence Solomon, Doubleday, Toronto,

1980.
5. The State of India's Environment 7982: A Citizens' Report by
the Centre for Science and Environment, New Delhi, India, 1982.
6. India's Lost Woodlands" by Modhumita Mojumdar in The
Christian Science Monitor, September 8, 1981.
7. ibid.
8. Problems of the Management of Bamboo Resow"ces in Tamil
Nadu by S. Ramesh Bhatt, published by The Bombay Natural
History Society, India, 1982.
9. ibid.
10. The State of India's Environment, op. cit. .
11. "Brazil, Energy and the Amazon" by Catherine Caufield m
New Scientist October 28, 1982. For more information on the
environmentai problems associated with hydro dams in tropical
forests see "Defoliant Clouds a Rainforest's Future" by Catherine
Caufield, New Scientist, August 26, 1982.
12. "Brazil, Energy and the Amazon," op. cit.
13. ibid.
14. Human Impact on the Aquatic Ecosystem of the Rio Lempa,
El Salvador by Monica Elizabeth Ewert, M.E.S. Thesis, Faculty
of Environmental Studies, York University, Toronto, 1978.
15. "Brazil, Energy and the Amazon," op. cit.
16. ibid.
17. The problem of the paucity of trees was recognized by the Sri
Lankan government and by the Western aid-giving governments
early on. But it wasn't until 1981 that a replanting program began
with a goal to replant 30% of the hillside, or over 400,000 acres.
By the end of 1982 only about 1,000 acres. had been
replanted, primarily because the cost of the Maha,,:,el~ Program
has more than doubled. The Sri Lankan government, m Its attempt
to find funds, has cut monies allocated to preparation of new
agricultural land for the new settlers and for reforestation. For
more information on this project see "Big Dam Schemes _. Value
for Money or Non~sustainableDevelopment?" by John Madele~

in Mazingira, Vol.7. No.4. 1983; The Truth about the Maha~elz

by Gamini Iriyagolle, O.U.P.; "Mahaweli ~evelopmentProJ~ct:

An Economic Disaster?" by Ahmed Hugue m Lanka Guardzan,
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Sri Lanka, July 1, 1982; "Dam costly place to be poor" b J h
Maddey in The Guardian London May 5 1984' "L Yk 0 n

. '" ,ea sand
landshde loom in Sri Lanka" by John Madeley Mew ". ., .:Jczentzst
London, April 7, 1983; and "Sri Lanka's energy problem '

" comes
out of the woods, New Scientist, August 13, 1981.
18. "Dam costly place to be poor," op. cit.

Chapter 9, pages 91-95

1. "Ganges Plain cited as big threat to ecology" in Globe and
Mail, Toronto, May 16, 1984.

2. In 1983, scientific evidence showed, more precisely than ever
before, the movement of water in the Amazon rainforest. See
"Recycling of water by forest is found to affect weather" in Globe
and Mail, Toronto, July 15, 1983. '

? For the information and examples given in this chapter we are
mdebted to the excellent report of The Centre for Science and
Environment, The State of India's Environment 1982 - A Citi
zens'Report, New Delhi. The product of some 40 citizens groups
this. book is a wealth of examples and analyses of India's majo;
envIronmental problems.
4. ibid.
5. ibid.

6. "Ganges Plain cited as big threat to ecology," op. cit.
It was floo.ds like t.hese that provided the genesis of the Chipko
movement m the HImalayas. As described in Hugging the Hima
laya: The Chipko Experience, edited by Shishupal Singh Kunwar
and published by Dasholi Gram Swarajya MandaI, Gopeshwar
(Champoli) u.P. India, March 1982:

The Alakananda Valley in which the movement originated
was the scene of an unprecedented flood in 1970. The entire
village of Be1akuchi was washed away by the swirling torrent
of the Alakananda .... The flood affected an area spread over
a length of 400 km and washed away five major bridges,
hU~dreds of head of cattle and several million rupees' worth
of tImber and fuel. The silt carried by the flood waters was
so enormous that a 10 km stretch of the Upper Ganga Canal
which is some 350 km from the upper reaches of the Alakan~
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anda, became blocked. Subsequent desilting operations took
so much time that western UP's farm output nose dived that
year through lack of irrigation water.

This Alakananda tragedy left a deep impression on the
hill-folk and, with it, soon followed the appreciation of the
role that forests play in their lives. They had also watched
the slow replacement of broad-leaf forests by economically
important species like the pine and had slowly felt the delete
rious effects of this policy on their cultivation and water
supply. While oak leaves, for instance, give rise to a nutrient
rich water-absorbing humus, pine needles do not decompose
and allow the precipitation to run off. An oak forest, there
fore, holds on to water for a long time and releases it very
slowly. This gives rise to perennial streams and rivulets,
around which hill village communities have come to be estab
lished over the ages. But the oak, unfortunately, does not
happen to be an economically important tree. As a result, it
has been indiscriminately felled without any concern for the
ecological imbalances this would create.

An interesting billboard in Gopeshwar, set up by the
Chipko leaders, declares: "One oak tree draws from the
atmosphere 400 gallons of water each day. Cut one oak tree
and the rivers and streams will lose 400 gallons of water.
Forests are not merely for beauty; our entire food systems
are dependent on them. If it ever becomes necessary to cut
a tree, remember if one tree is cut three new saplings will
have to be planted to make up the damage. Avoid cutting one
tree, or else plant three new trees."

Indeed, it was this recognition of the forests as their lifeblood
that motivated the women of the Himalayas to protect the trees
from the loggers' axe by hugging the trees. It was this action that
gave rise to the movement's name - Chipko Andolan, which
literally means "movement to embrace."
7. Also see Planting jor the Future: Forestry jor Human Needs by
Erik Eckholm, Worldwatch Paper No. 26, February 1979. and
"Forest Destruction in Asia and the South Pacific," by M.K
Ranjitsinh in Ambio, Vol. 8. No 5,1979.
8. "China's Floods and Forests," by Wang Yun (China Features
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newsagency, China) duplicated in Earthscan Bulletin February
1982. '

9. The Sri Lankan Ministry for Plan Implementation said in a
1981 document that "if there is no proper vegetation cover, the rain
water would on impact cause soil erosion and flow down the hill
slopes in gushes, eroding the soil cover in its path. The fast water
would bring down silt to the riverbed." From "Big Dam Schemes
- Value for Money or Non-sustainable Development?" by John
Madeley, in Mazingira, Vol. 7, No.4, 1983.

Chapter 10, pages 96-107

1. "Stop the Dams? Tucurui and the Hope for Change," comments
by Dr. Robert Goodland at a workshop on Hydroelectric Projects
and Native Peoples sponsored by the Anthropology Resource Cen
ter. Published in The Global Reporter, a publication of ARC,
Summer 1983.

2. Including the U.N. Development Program, the U.N. Environ
ment Program, the World Bank, the Asian, African, Caribbean
and Inter-American Development Banks, the Arab Bank for Eco
nomic Development in Africa, The Organization of American
States, and the Commission of the European Communities, who
together lent over $18 billion to fund projects in Third World
countries in 1982.

3. The Volta River Project: A Case Study in Politics and Technolo
gy by David Hart, University Press, Edinburgh, 1980.
4. "Indigenous People 'Developed' Out of Their Lands," by Steve
Billes in Multinational Monitor, September 1983. See also The
World Bank: A Critical Analysis by Cheryl Payer, Monthly Re
view Press, New York 1982.

5. The project, known as the Polonoroeste Project, threatens to
wipe out nearly all of Brazil's remaining Indian tribes. The scheme
will open up Brazil's north-western provinces of Mato Grosso and
Rondonia - an area of jungle and savanna bigger than Great
Britain. This will mean roads, farms, ranches, and settlers which,
for the Indian tribes, will bring not progress but all the ills of the
modern world. These ills include diseases such as measles and the
common cold, against which the Indians have no immunity.
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Through the wholesale destruction of forests - the habitat which
is the basis of the Indians' livelihood and culture - the Indians
will soon be extinct. Price's study stated that F'UNAI, the official
Brazilian body which is supposed to protect Indian rights, was not
to be trusted to implement guarantees to reserve land for the
tribespeople. For example, FUNAI's head, Colonel Joao Carlos
Nobre de Veiga, said the Indians had quite enough land already.
See Survival international Review, Vol. 6, No.3, and No.4,
Autumn 1981, and "Indians go on warpath against World Bank"
by Rosemary Righter in The Sunday Times, London, March 1,
1981.
6. The World Bank: A Critical Analysis, op. cit.
7. Despite the claims of aid officials in many countries that it is
nearly impossible to attach conditions to foreign aid loans if they
affect the domestic political situation of recipient countries, condi
tions are not without precedent. Before funding a project in Peru
that would settle 150,000 families in three river valleys inhabited
by Amuesha Indians, America's AID sought guarantees that the
Amuesha would receive "legal title to, or legal permits for the use
and employment of, their tribal lands." AID also required certain
guarantees against environmental degradation. For more informa
tion on this see Survival International information Packages on
the Pichis-Palcazu Development Project in Peru, and The Global
Reporter, Anthropology Resource Center, Washington, Spring
1984.
8. Environmental Guidelines Survey: An Analysis ofEnvironmen
tal Procedures and Guidelines Governing Development Aid by
John Horberry, for the Joint Environmental Service of the Inter
national Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources
and the International Institute for Environment and Development,
1983. This study was commissioned for the Committee of Interna
tional Development Institutions on the Environment.
9. Statement to the Subcommittee on international Development
Institutions and Finance of the Committee on Banking, Finance
and Urban Affairs, by John Horberry, June 28,1983 at the U.S.
Congressional Hearings on the Environmental Impact of Multilat
eral Development Bank-Funded Projects.
10. The inter-American Development Bank and the
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Environment, Inter-American Development Bank, May 1983.
This position was reiterated in a letter from the IDB Manager
of the Project Analysis Department to Energy Probe, September
14, 1984.

Unfortunately, this evaluation of environmental factors which
~he Bank co~siders "essential of every stage of the project'cycle,"
IS conducted m secret. The letter's author, Luis Fernando Jaramil
lo, claimed that the IDB's "internal working relationships, both
formal and informal, create a most effective atmosphere for sharing
of knowledge and risk perceptions which are so important in the
search for integrated multidisciplinary solutions to complex envi
ronmental issues." But people who must live with the consequences
of a pr~ject, anywhere in the world, are rarely content to allow
the evaluation of risk to be made by a few outsiders behind dosed
doors.

11. "The Challenge of Sustainable Development" by Bruce M.
Rich in The Global Reporter, Anthropology Resource Center, Fall
1983. This article was also excerpted from Bruce Rich's statement
to the U.S. Congressional Hearings of the Subcommittee on the
International Development Institutions and Finance of the Com
mittee on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs, June 1983.
12. "Stop the Dams? Tucurui and the Hope for Change," op. cit.
13. "The Challenge of Sustainable Development," op. cit.
14. The Environment and Bilateral Development Aid by Brian
Johnson and Robert O. Blake for the International Institute for
Environment and Development. Washington and London. 1980.
15. The Mackenzie Valley pipeline hearings conducted under the
direction of the Honourable Thomas Berger have become a model
for indigenous rights groups, as well as for environmentalists and
econ~mic planners who advocate caution when it comes to imple
mentmg enormous projects with such dramatic implications for the
environment and the indigenous peoples of the north. The Com
mission recommended that the gas pipeline be postponed for ten
years in order for the Dene and the Canadian governments to
negotiate aboriginal land rights. The other Commission, into On..
tario Hydro's electric power plans, provided a much needed public
review of the province's nuclear power expansion program.
16. The leverage of aid, Globe and Mail, Aug 20, 1984; "l,eaks
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28. Hearings before the Subcommittee of International Develo _
I .. d F· Pment nstltutIOns an mance of the Committee on Banking Fi-

nance and Urban Affairs, House of Representatives Ninety-Eighth
~ongress,J~ne 1983. Because of these hearings another congres
SIOnal committee - the House Science and Technology Commit
tee, Subcommittee on National Resources, Agriculture Research
and the Environment - held a hearing on the environmental
side-effects of Third World aid projects in September 1984, and
is expected to hold more hearings in the next congressional session.
29. North-South: A Program for Survival. The report of the Inde
pendent Commission on International Development Issues under
the Chairmanship of Willy Brandt, the MIT Press, Cambridge,
Massachusetts, 1980.

30. "The Secrecy at Work in Poverty Politics" by Helen Pace in
The Guardian, January 14, 1981.

NOTES

1. Based on 1982 figures from Energy Mines and Resources'
Electric Power in Canada: 1982, and Statscan's Electric Power
Statistics, Vol. 1, for Canada; and on Electrical World, December
1982 for the U.S. Some surplus, of course, is prudent for unexpect
ed contingencies. According to A New Prosperity, a report commis
sioned by the U.S. Department of Energy, Brick House Publishing,
1981, a surplus of 15% to 20% is "an amount most analysts would
agree can provide adequate reliability for a typical utility system."
North America's surplus is, in other words, two to three times what
is required.

2. "U.S. nuclear power costing more than coal plants" from the
New York Times Service, in the Globe and Mail September 8, ,
1984.

3. As an indication of how wildly optimistic energy planners
became, the Canadian federal departJ:Tlent of Energy, Mines and
Resources' major policy statement, An Energy Policy for Canada
Phase I (1973), planned on Canada building the equivalent of one
500-megawatt reactor every 1.4 days, or about 2,600 per decade,
by the year 2040. Current plans have wiped out almost all of these
Canadian reactors, as have current plans in the U.S., which have
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and landslide loom in Sri Lanka," New Scientist, April 7, 1983;
and "Canadian assistance aids suppressions in Sri Lanka," Calga
ry Herald, February 4, 1983.
17. Letter from Guido A. IDB Representative, June 24,
1982 (IDB Reference No. 604/82~FHA) to Father Pierre Salvetti,
Parish of Verrettes, Haiti.
18. Haiti un Choix de Developpement: Barrages Hydro-Elec
triques ou Production Agricole? by Comite Francais de Defense
des Droits de l'Homme en Haiti, Lyon, France, 1981.
19. A comment from an IDB official who asked to remain anony

mous.
20. See correspondence between Energy Probe and William
McWhinney, Acting President of CIDA, from March 21, 1983
to November 28, 1983. The head of Public Affairs of the IDB, Mr.
M. Czarnecki, also refused to comment on the study in a telephone
conversation in March 1983.
21. "Missionaries Rap Dam Projects" by Diane Jensen, Ottawa
Citizen, October 16, 1982.
22. "The Unbelievable Quarrels between the IMF and a Corrupt
Regime," in Le Monde Diplomatique, France, May 20, 1983.
23. From the correspondence between the Canadian Secretary of
State for External Affairs, Allan MacEachen, and Canadian citi
zens who wrote to the minister regarding the issue of aid to
hydrodams in the Third World. This quote was from a January
23 1984 letter from MacEachen.
24: "Dam the Chico: Hydropower Development and Tribal Re
sistance" by Charlie Drucker, 1984, for publication by The Ecolo

gist, u.K.
25. ibid. After violence the Chico Valley broke out the World
Bank withdrew funding for the dams. They have, however, re
mained the principal funder for the Chico River Irrigation Project
which is dependent on the building of one of the Chico dams (Chico
IV). Survival International also reports in its Information Pack:
Update Chico Dam Projects: Philippines IP/PHI/16/April 1?83,
that World Bank funds are being transferred to other dam projects
affecting the Ifugao and other Filipino tribal peoples.
26. See notes 1 and 2 in the Preface.
27. See note 23 in this chapter and note 2 in the Preface.
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scaled down U.S. needs by tens of thousands of reactors. Also see
Night Descends on the Nuclear Dream: Economics ofCoal, Nuclear
Energy and Conservation in the United States, France, Germany,
United Kingdom and the Soviet Union, Jim Harding, published
by the International Project for Soft !'aths, San Francisco,

1984.
4. Amory and Hunter Lovins explain in "Good News About
Energy," New Age, October 1980, that in the U.S.A. in the s~me

period, 72 percent of new energy "found" came from ~onservatlOn:

"we already got from efficiency irnprovements tWice as much
energy 'supplying' capacity twice as fast as the synthetic fuels
people say they can do at ten times the cost." Historically, gross
national product was thought to increase (or decrease) in lockstep
with available energy supplies such as oil, gas, coal, solar energy
or uranium. Then after the oil crisis of the 1970s, energy economists
began to realize that it wasn't energy in its primary form that was
critical to economic growth but the energy services - such as
heating, cooking, lighting and mechanical motion - provided by
these energy supplies. If they could squeeze more usefulness 
more of these energy services - out of existing supplies, then GNP
would increase. And increase it did, not with more energy in its
primary form but with less, because we were using less energy more
efficiently and fueling economic growth with conservation.
5. Kenya: Issues and Options in the Energy Sector, Report of the
Joint UNDP/World Bank Energy Sector Assessment Program,
Report No. 3800~KE, 1982.
6. Energy for Development: An International Challenge by John
Foster Efrain W. Howe, Francisco R. Parra,
and D~vid Pollock, New York, 1981.

Chapter 12, pages 116-121

1. Transcript of Panel on the Role of Nuclear Power, Symposium
II 1982 World's Fair International Energy Symposia, Knoxville,
T~nnessee, November 3, 1981. Transcript available from the Ca
nadian Coalition for Nuclear Responsibility, Montreal.
2. "The next nuclear power?" in The Economist, September 15,

1979.
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3. ibid.

4. For an excellent reference to nuclear power in the Third World
see The Nuclear Fix: A Guide to Nuclear Activities in the Third
World by Thijs de la Court, Deborah Pick and, Daniel Nordquist
of the World Information Service on Energy, The Netherlands
1982. '

5. "Slo.wdown,~f Brazil's energ~ program is a setback for suppliers
of eqUIpment, Globe and Mazl, Report on Business, March 29,
1982, Toronto. See also "Brazil struggles with nuclear power"
New Scientist, May 17, 1984. '

6. "M~xico may. defer nU.clear plan" i~ Globe and Mail, April 7,
1982. ~uclear mdustry IS stalled despite economic gains," Globe
and Mazl, Report on Business, Toronto, January 16, 1984. In fact,
developing countries are not alone in being threatened with un
manageable nuclear power-induced foreign debts. After Mexico
and Bra~il.comesFr~ncewith the world's third largest foreign debt
of $50 billIon, of which over $10 billion is the result of Electricite
de France's nuclear program. See also Night Descends on the
Nuclear Dream: Economics of Coal, Nuclear Energy and Conser
vation i~ the United States, France, Germany, United Kingdom
and Somet Unzon by Jim Harding, International Project for Soft
Energy Paths, San Francisco, 1984.

7. "~ower to. the people: high-wire act of a plug-in society," The
Chrzstzan Sczence Monitor, June 10, 1983.
8. "Why Canada Should Stop Selling Its Reactors to Third World
Nations" by D.W.O. Rogers in Science Forum, October 1977.
~. Nuclear Power: The Market Test by Christopher Flavin, pub
hs?ed by Worldwatch Institute in Washington, D.C., 1983; and
Nzgh~ Desc~nds on. the. Nuclear Dream by Jim Harding, Ope cit.
Hardmg estimates m IllS study that in the U.S. costs over ten years
are expected to average about 12 cents/kwh for nuclear reactors
6.2 cents/kwh for coal plants, and 6.5 cents/kwh for the ver;
modest amount of oil capacity.

10. For more information on this subject see "Pushing Reactors"
by Joseph R. Egan in New York Times, January 26,1982; "Mini
rea~tors.could m~an.nuclear boom for small nations," by David
T. Shapiro; and 1 he zrtterdependent published by the UN. Associ..
ation, US.A. 1982. See also "AECL studies small reactors for
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Third World market," Globe and Mail, Report on Business, June

1,1984.
11. The Energy Transition in Developing Countries, The World

Bank, 1983. .
12. This figure, of course, varies from one country to another. In
Tanzania about 55 percent of oil used domestically is used in the
transportation sector. In Nepal the comparable figure is 60 percent

and for Kenya it is 55 percent.

Chapter 13, pages 122-128

1. The Myth oj TVA, Conservation and Development in .the Te~
nessee Valley, 1933 -' 1983 by William U. Chandler wIth EnvI
ronmental Policy Institute, Ballinger Publishing Company, Wash-

ington, 1984.
2. In addition to William Chandler's book, The Myth oj TVA (note
1), see also Cities and the Wealth oj Nations by Jane Jacobs,
Random House, New York, 1984, in which she describes the TVA
region as an "artificial city region" which has never developed the
capacity to produce "amply and diversely for its own producers
and people as well as others." It has thus" .... continued to depend
on importing almost everything or else going without."

It is fascinating to note that the TVA became the model for
subsequent massive river development schemes in the Third
World, including the Volta River Authority in Ghana, and that
the TVA has worked under contract to AID, providing assistance
on energy projects in the Philippines, Indonesia, Egypt, and many

Latin American countries.
3. This assessment, originally by Bruce Netschert, appears in The

Myth oj Of). cit.
4. Annual Report of the Philippines National Electrification Ad-

ministration, 1979.
5. The Socio-Economic Impact oj Rural Electrijication in Dev
eloping Countries: A Review ojEvidence by Fred Fluitman, World
Employment Program Research V\forking Paper 126 from the
International Labor Organization, Geneva, November 1983.
6. The fact that only one··tenth of the total investment in the electric
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pow~r s~ctor has gon~ to rural electrification comes as a surprise
consldermg the attentIOn it has received as the panacea for rural
development. But when compared to the meager amount that has
g~ne to the .development of renewable forms of energy such as
bIOmass, whIch presently meet the majority of the rural populations
energy needs, this investment seems disproportionately high. See
Rural Electrification: A World Bank Paper, The World Bank,
Washington, October 6, 1975.
7. That more recent data on the extent of rural electrification is
not available underscores the point that vast sums of money are
spent to provide a service, the need for which is largely unknown.
See Rural Electrification: A World Bank Paper, op. cit.
8. Energy jor Development: Third World Options by Denis Hayes,
Worldwatch Paper 15, December 1977.
9. "Dazzling Darkness," editorial in Economic and Political
Weekly, ~ombay, December 15, 1979. The cost of electrifying a
rural IndIan home (500 to 800 rupees) would be between $80 to
$125 dollars.
10. Rural Electrification: A World Bank Paper, op. cit.
11. "Rural Electrification: Towards a Crisis in Confidence" in Sojt
Energy Notes, May, 1979.
12. ibid.
13. The Socio-Economic Impact ojRural Electrification in Devel
oping Countries, op. cit.
14. Bolivia: Rural Electrification, AID Project Impact Evaluation
Report No. 16, December 1980.
15. This quote is found in the The Socio-Economic Impact ojRural
Electrification in Developing Countries, op. cit., but comes jrom
an znternal report oj the Inter-American Development Bank, enti
tled Evaluation report on rural electrification and energy, Wash
zngton, D.C., June 1979.
16. The Product Is Progress: Rural Electrification in Costa
Rica, AID Project Impact Evaluation Report No. October
1981.
17. The quote, which appears in The Socio-Economic Impact oj
Rural Electrification in Developing Countries, op. cit., was origi
nally from Cooperative rural electrification: case studies oj pilot
projects in Latin America by Ross, Praeger, New York, 1972.
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18. The quote appears in The Socio-Economic Impact oj Rural
Electrification in Developing Countries, op. cit., but comes origi
nally from "Rural Electrification in Pakistan," in R.A. Stanford's
Rural Development in Pakistan, Carolina Academic Press, Dur
ham N. C., 1980.
19. The ILO study concludes that declining birth rates in the Third
World are the result of a whole myriad of social and economic
changes, only one of which is the introduction of electricity. Even
this, they considered of marginal importance.
20. Correspondence from James J. Fish, World Bank, to Energy
Probe, February 15, 1984. The target for 1982 to 1992, however,
is unlikely to be met, he says, "given the current state of the world
economy .... rural electrification programs are frequently the first
casualties whcn resourccs are constrained."
21. The Socio-Economic Impact ojRural Electrification in Devel
oping Countries: A Review oj Evidence, op. cit.

Chapter 14, pages 129-134

1. "The U.N. Water Decade - PV pumpers key to billion-dollar
market" in Renewable Energy News, March 1984. "PV" is a solar
industry trade term for a photovoltaic cell, a device that converts
light into electrical energy. The cell is a small wafer made of treated
silicon or other semiconductor materiaL
2. "Foreign Markets Are Main Outlet For Canadian Solar E
xpertise," Globe and Mail, Report on Business, October 5, 1981.
3. "Keeping Energy Costs Down No Help to Solar Industry,"
Globe and Mail, Report on Business, October 5,1981.
4. Notes for Remarks by the Prime Minister of Canada at the U.N.
Conference on New and Renewable Sources of Energy, Nairobi,
August 11, 1981.

Of the $40 million pledged, $10 million was for Canada's
International Development Research Centre to support energy
research in Third World countries, $5 million was for private
companies in Canada to encourage exports of new energy technolo
gies to the Third World, and $25 million was for the Canadian
International Development Agency to provide the African Sahel
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region with Canadian goods and services in energy and ref. oresta-hon.

5. "How We're Selling Solar Tech Abroad," Toronto Star Aug t
31,1981. ' us

6. Working Paper on Research and Technological Capacity jor the
Use oj.Renewable Energy Resources in Developing Countries, by
C. WeISS (et al), World Bank Working Paper prepared by Science
and Technology Unit, Projects Advisory Services World Bank
1980. "

7. The survey was assembled by J. Howe and D. Gallick for their
repo.rt, Fuelwood and Renewable Energy Projects in Africa: A
Revzeu: oj Do~or Agency Programmes, Overseas Development
CouncIl, Washmgton D.C., 1980 and is described in Renewable
Energy Technologies and the Third World: Issues in Transjer and
Development oj Technology (see note 8). It is based on an Interna
tional Ene~gy A~ency inventory, data from the Solar Energy Re
search InstItute m Colorado, and on a report entitled Energy in
Developmg Countries Subject Report: Development Assistance in
the Field ojEnergy, prepared for the Swedish International Devel
opment Agency in 1979.

The agencies in these surveys include, among the multilaterals,
the European Economic Community, the Economic Commission
for Africa, the Food and Agriculture Organization, the UN.
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, the UN. In
dustrial Development Organization, the UN. Development Pro
gram, the U.N. University, the World Food Program, The UN.
Center for Human Settlements, and the U.N. Comlnittee on Natu,.
ral R~sources, Energy and Transportation. Among the bilateral
a?encles, those of West Germany, France, Canada, U.S.A., Bel
gIUm, Ireland, Kuwait, Switzerland, the Netherlands Austria
~taly, Sweden, the U.K., Japan, Denmark and Nor~ay wer~
mcluded. The 175 renewable energy technology projects referred
to excludes hydroelectric and forestry projects.
8. Renewable Energy Technologies and the Third World: Issues
in the Transj~r a~d Development oj Technology, a Science Policy
Research Umt (SPRU at the University of Sussex) mimeo
prepared by Kurt Hoffman for UNCTAD Secretariat, Technolo
gy Division, Geneva, July 1981.
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9. Renewable Energy Technologies and the Third World: Issues
in the Transjer and Development oj Technology, op. cit. Data of
a qualitative nature only was kept. For further information see
Solar Technologies: State oj the Art Studies and Some oj the Issues
Impeding their Growth in Developing Countries, mime? by
M.A.S. Malik published by the Solar Energy Research InstItute,

Colorado, in February 1980.
10. "Is Third World a Solar Guinea Pig?" Globe and Mail, August

18,1979.
11. "Technology - to Buy or Not?" by Gamini Seneviratne in
Renews 6, the NGO Newspaper for the U.N. Conference on New
and Renewable Sources of Energy, Nairobi, Kenya, August 1981.
12. "PV pump development gets $15 million CIDA boost" in
Renewable Energy News, March 1984.

Hoffman describes the basis of the Third World's fear that they
are being used as guinea pigs in his SPRU mimeo, Renewable
Energy Technologies and the Third World, op. cit. The quick
penetration of "near term" Third World markets is '~c~nsidered
to be an essential stage in the expansion of the domestIc mdustry,
allowing it to accumulate experience, build up capacity and reduce
prices to a level adequate to open up ~he lon~er term b~t muc.h
more sizeable markets in the advanced mdustnal economIes. ThIS
strategy is enshrined in virtually every policy statement emanating
from the public sector in the developed countries and from the

EEC."
13. "Exxon unloading PV business disaster" in Renewable Energy

News, November 1983.
14. "Technology - to or Not?" op. cit.

Chapter 75, pages 135~138

1. "Renewable bio-solar and microbial systems in 'eeo-rural' devel
opment," Impact oj Science on Society, Volume 30, No.3, 1980.
This is compared to 20.4 percent of Canada's secondary energy
consumption that eomes from renewable energy, the bulk of which,
14.2 percent, is hydroelectric power. See Energy Probe's Statistical
Handbook: The Other Energy Pie, by David Poch, Energy Probe,

Toronto 1985.
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2. ibid.

3. Forest Energy and Economic Development, by David E
Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1975. arl,

4. From a Pyramid to a Sphere, paper presented to the "GI b I
C t'" S . 0 aonnec IOns emmar on Energy Development T
J

' oronto by
an~s Pasztor, from the World Council of Churches, May 7,1982

AvaIlable from Energy Probe, Toronto. .

Also, a.ccordin~ to the World Bank, "if fuelwood and agricultur
al and ammal reSIdues are included in the national energy balan
the household sector is the largest energy user in most develop·ce,. lng
countnes, accountin!S for almost half of the total energy used in
most of these countnes and up to 90 percent in some of them (for
example, Burundi, Malawi, Nepal and Rwanda)" Th ET .... ' energy

ransztzon zn Developzng Countries, The World Bank 1983
5. "Energy Options for the Third World" by Amulya'Redd; in
Sout~ern Perspectzves on the Rural Energy Crisis, edited and
publIshed by Nautilus, California, August 1981.
6. "Ani~al Power Muscles Ahead" by Noel D. Vietmeyer in
Internatzonal Wzldlife, September-October 1982. This article notes
that India'~ bul~ocks and water buffaloes haul more freight each
year than ItS raIlroads. In 1981, Prime Minister Indira Gandhi
reported at the U.N. Conference on New and Renewable Sources
of Energy that animals in India represented a potential power
source ~f 30,0~0 megawatts - 1,000 megawatts more than the
country s electncal power plants. Overall in the developing world
theft: are about 100 working animals for every working tractor:
and m Southeast Asia more than 90 percent of the total available
agricultural power comes from the muscles of cattle and water
buffaloes.

7. "Energy options for the Third World," op. cit. Human labor
accounts for 27 percent, bullock power for 62 percent, oil for 3.7
percent and electricity for 6.9 percent of all the energy used in the
agricultural activities of the typical Indian village Dr. Reddy
studied.

Chapter 76, pages 139-146

1. Traditional stoves in the Third World come in all shapes and
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sizes and are made from a wide variety of materials including
stones, clay, and metal. The most common method of cooking,
especially in rural areas, is over an open fire occasionally circled
by three or more stones, bricks, mounds of mud or lumps of other
incombustible material. The stones act as supports for the cooking
pot which is positioned over the center of the fire. In the urban
areas, enclosed metal or ceramic stoves made by local ironsmiths
or potters are more common.

The fuels used in these hundreds of different kinds of stoves have
one thing in common - they are biomass in one form or another.
For example, three-stone stoves usually use wood, metal stoves
usually use charcoal, and anything from crop residue and animal
dung to wood and charcoal (and combinations of these) may be
burnt in traditional stoves found throughout the world.

VITA News, Virginia, U.S.A., January 1984, reports that re
searchers are discovering that they jumped too quickly to conclu
sions about the efficiency of traditional cooking methods. New tests
measuring the efficiency of rural, three-stone stoves in real-life
conditions show that, when skillfully tended by a Third World
woman, their efficiency can be double what was found in the
laboratory. Contrary to the numerous claims that the traditional
three-stone stove captures only five percent of the heat value of the
wood, research by U pper Volta's Voltaic Institute of Energy found
three-stone stoves to have actual efficiencies ranging from ten to
twenty-two percent with an average of about seventeen percent.

For more information on different cooking techniques, the func
tion of traditional stoves around the world, and difficulties encoun
tered by attempts to introduce more efficient wood stoves, see
Improved Cooking Stove in Developing Countries by Gerald Foley
and Patricia Moss, Earthscan Energy Information Programme,
1983; The Woodjuel Fmblem and the Diffusion oj Rural Innova
tions by Bina Agarwal for the u.K. Tropical Products Institute,
1980, London; and Boiling Foint, a newsletter of the Intermediate
Technology Development Group Stoves Project, Reading, u.K.
2. Solar cooker designs vary. One Toronto scientist invented an
ingenious solar cooker in a suitcase. When opened the inside of
the top, which is lined with aluminium foil, acts as a reflector for
sunlight directed onto a blackened cookie pan, which then radiates
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through the pan and heats a chamber that has been I· I d
.. nsu ate to

hold m heat. Other designs were less ingenious One bolo. para IC
reflector focussed the sun's rays on a pot of food but, unfortunately
bur~ed the cook whose hand would inevitably cross the path of th~
sun s focussed rays.

3. The requirements of these stoves are as varied as the nu b.. m er
of commumtles throughout the Third World In India wome .. . , n In
one Himalayan village wanted, above all else, to reduce the smoke
exhaust from their stoves. The smoke was not needed to kee

. f h . PmosqUitoes away rom t elr roofs because the roofs were made of
tile and dung. In Upper Volta, the Voltaic Institute of Energy
foun.d a ~eed for ~ew and.improved stoves that could provide space
heatmg m the wmter or m cold climates, yet could be adjusted to
produce less heat in the kitchen during the warm season. They also
discovered a market for a stove that could evacuate most smoke from
a kitchen, but l~aveenough inside to repel termites and mosquitoes,
preserve food m the rafters, and to waterproof the thatch. In
Botswana, where the traditional hearth serves as a social center
villagers prefer a stove with a front which can be opened to provid~
heat and light.

4. "Fire Without Smoke" by Rajiv Gupta, Centre for Science and
Environment Information Service, New Delhi, India, 1982.
5. ibid.

Chapter 17, pages 151-166

1. From correspondence between the Canadian Taskforce on the
Churches and Corporate Responsibility and Marc Lalonde, the
Canadian Minister of Finance, March 8, 1984.
2. For example, of the $4.866 billion in loans that Canada's Export
Development Corporation facilitated during 1983, at least half
went to Third World countries. For more information see Export
Development Corporation Annual Report - 1983 and Statistical
Review - 1983, Ottawa. In many cases the distinction between
the aid program and the trade promotion program is blurred by
the joint funding of projects. It was blurred even further in Febru
ary 1984 when the Canadian Minister of Finance announced in
his budget speech that half of the aid budget's increase, worth up
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to $1.3 billion by 1990, would go into an aid~trade fund to be used
to finance projects in tandem with the credit facilities of the Export
Development Corporation. See The Budget Speech, delivere.d .in
the House of Commons by the Honourable Marc Lalonde, Mm1s

ter of Finance, February 15, 1984.
3. "Blaming the West for Third World Poverty," a review by Paul
Craig Roberts in The Wall Street Journal, August 27, 1984 of
Reality and Rhetoric: Studies in the Economics oj Development

by Peter Bauer, Book Centre, 1984.

4. ibid.
5. The World Bank: A Critical Analysis, by Cheryl Payer, Monthly

Review Press, New York, 1982.
6. Cities and the Wealth oj Nations, by Jane Jacobs, Random

House, New York, 1984.
7. As of September 1, 1983, 79 countries had ratified the Interna
tional Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, while
eight had signed but not yet ratified it. Regarding th.e Internati?~al
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 76 countnes had ratifled
it while nine had signed but not yet ratified it. And regarding the
Optional Protocol to the International Co.v~na~t on Civil ~nd
Political Rights, only 30 countries have rat1f1ed 1t and only mne
have signed it. Canada has ratified all three covenants and recog
nized the competence of the Human Rights Committee under
article 41 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights. The U.S. has signed only the first two and they are not
yet ratified. See Human Rights: International Instruments, SIgna
tures, RatiJications, Accessions, etc., United Nations, Geneva, Sep

tember 1, 1983.
8. Article 1, Part 1 of the International Covenant on Economic and
Social and Cultural Rights, of The International Bill oj Human

Rights, United Nations, New York, 1978. .
9. One proposal to establish human rights criteria for the allocatlOn
of such general funds was made by the Canadian Tas~force?~ the
Churches and Corporate Responsibility to the Canad1an Mm1ster
of Finance in 1983. Specifically, it recommended that an amend
ment be made to the Canadian Bretton Woods Agreement Act and
incorporate, "that Canada oppose an application to th~ Interna
tional Monetary Fund (IMF) from any government that 1S engaged
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in or that condones consistent and gross violations of basic human
rights, for drawing and standby credits in excess of its gold
tranche." And to serve as a "minimum definition of basic violations
of~uman ~·ights,".TCCR identified five violations: arbitrary depri
:ratlOn of life; arbitrary arrest, detention, or exile; torture or cruel,
mhuman or degrading treatment or punishment; denial of the right
to leave any country, including one's own, and to return to one's
country; the practice of apartheid.

They also pointed out that their definition referred not to isolated
~nstan~es of human rights but to a "pattern of human rights
mfractlOns that are systematic and consistent and that have been
in existence over a prolonged period of time." See Proposal to
Establish Basic Human Rights Criteria as a Co-Determinant oj
Canada's Voting Decisions in the International Monetary Fund
(IMF), prepared by The Taskforce on the Churches and Corpo
rate Responsibility, Toronto, 1983.

Another proposal was put forward as a Private Member Bill
by David MacDonald, M.P., to the Canadian House of Commons
during the 2nd session, 30th Parliament, 1976-77. Known as Bill
~-404;,"~nAct to prohibit aid to foreign countries violating human
nghts, 1t proposed that countries that engage in or condone a
consistent pattern of gross violations of the United Nations' Uni
versal Declaration ojHuman Rights, including any cruel, inhuman
or. degrading treatment or punishment, any prolonged detention
,:ithout charge or any other flagrant denial of the right to life,
liberty and the security of person, not receive aid or other official
credit from Canada. This bill was defeated. See The House oj
Com.mons ojCanada, Private Member Bill C-404, put forward by
Dav1d MacDonald, M.P. (Egmont). An act to prohibit aid to
foreign countries violating human rights, First Reading, March
3, 1977.

10. While a recipient country should select the project for which
it is trying to secure aid funding, the donor country need not fund
any project it feels is not for humanitarian ends. For example, we
doubt that taxpayers in any country would want their aid dollars
to fund military projects, or extravagant expenditures such as
anniversary celebrations for a leader or a country.
11. Perpetuating Poverty: The Political Economy oj Canadian
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Foreign Aid by Robert Carty and Virginia Smith, Between the
Lines Publishers 1981, Toronto.
12. A "tax deduc~ion" is used to reduce taxable in~ome, and helps
a taxpayer in proportion to his income. Someone In a 25 percent
tax bracket who gives a $100 donation, for example, wou~d have
his taxes reduced by $25, while a more affluent t~xpayer I?,~ 50
percent tax bracket would save $50 in taxes. A tax credit , on
the other hand, is not related to a taxpayer:s incom~, only to the
size of his donation. If a 50 percent tax credIt were gIven, t~en all

ld benefI't by the same $50 on a $100 donatIOn.taxpayers wou
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Citizens' Groups and
Other Sources

ARC, Anthropology Resource Center, a Washington-based public
interest group which researches issues of human rights, indigenous
peoples and natural resource development

The Anti-Slavery Society, a London-based charity which is the
world's oldest human rights organization and is funded by an
international membership, donations and grants from charitable
foundations

ASTRA, Application of Science and Technology to Rural Areas,
a Bangalore-based research group which stresses understanding
of local needs in the development of appropriate technology, and
is affiliated with the Indian Institute of Science

CCNR, Canadian Coalition for Nuclear Responsibility, a Mon
treal-based non profit organization which promotes responsible
decision making in the nuclear industry
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nal, research and service organization which protects the interests
of consumers and the environment

Comite Francais de Defense des Droits de l'Homme en Haiti, a
Lyon-based non-governmental organization which supports the
efforts of Haitain citizens to influence development in their own
country

Earthscan, a international information service on development and
environmental issues, operated by the nED and financially sup
ported by UNEP, the World Bank and several Western govern
ments

ELC, Environment Liaison Centre, a Nairobi-based non govern
ment organizaton which provides a link with the U.N. Environ
ment Program, helps an international network of over 200 member
groups work on issues of environment and development, and is
supported by grants from UNEP, various Western governments,
foundations and membership fees

EPI, Environmental Policy Institute, a Washington-based public
interest group working in the fields of energy and water resources

FOE, Friends of the Earth, an international network of private
voluntary organizatons, each of which works on environmental
issues in its own region

Gandhi Peace Foundation, a New Delhi-based organization which
provides information, support and training to groups working in
non-violent ways towards development and peace with justice

lIM, Indian Institute of Management, a Bangalore-based group
researching science, technology transfer and development

Indonesian Environmental Forum, a Jakarta-based network of
private voluntary organizations active in the fields of environment
and development, and supported by corporations, foundations and
government
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lIED, International Institute for Environment and Development,
a London-based research organization that concentrates on envi
r~nmen~al issue~ and is primarily funded by corporations, interna
tIOnal aid agenCIes and foundations

IOCU, International Organization of Consumers' Unions, a Pen
ang-bas~d network ~f ~onsumers' associations which promotes
world :WIde cooperatIOn In consumer protection, information and
educatIOn

IPSEP, International Project for Soft Energy Paths, a San Francis
c~ b~sed project of Friends of the Earth, which researches and
dIstnbutes information on soft energy technology and policy

ITDG, International Technology Development Group, a London
based no~ governme~t organization which develops alternative
technologIes and publIshes and distributes information about them

IUCN, the International Union for Conservation of Nature and
Natural Resources, a Geneva-based conservation network which
promotes the protection and sustainable use of living resources, and
IS supported by the World Wildlife Fund

~WGIA, International Work Group for Indigenous Affairs, an
I~dep~ndentC?penhagen-based research organization which pro
vI~es I~formatlOn on the oppression of indigenous peoples and
raises funds through publication sales

~E~GO, K~ny~ Energy Non-governmental Organizations Asso
CIation, a NaIrobI-based coalition of groups working on renewable
e.nergy and community development in Kenya, funded by founda
tions, corporations, government and the United Nations

LAWG, Latin America Working Group, a Toronto-based inde
pendent non-profit research institute which works to create a
broader understanding of Latin America within the Canad'. Ian
commumty, and is funded by institutions and individual donations
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Lokoyan, an Indian network which promotes democratic and de
centralized development for India and is supported by personal
donations and contributed labour

NRDC, National Resources Defense Council, a Washington
based lobby group which works to preserve the global environment
and is funded by individual contributions

Nautilus Inc., a California-based public-interest group which re
searches the interrelationship of energy, environment and develop
ment, and the effects of U.S. policies on developing countries

NSI, North South Institute, an Ottawa-based non-profit corpora
tion providing professional, policy-relevant research on North
South issues of relations between industrialized and developing
countries, and funded by foundations and government

ODC, Overseas Development Council, a Washington-based non
profit organization established to increase American understand
ing of developing countries and funded by foundations, corpora

tions and private individuals

PAN, Pesticide Action Network, a Penang-based international
network which publicizes information about global pesticide use
and promotes safer methods of pest control

REECA, Renewable Energy and Environmental Conservation
Association in Developing Countries, an organization with head
offices in Nairobi, Lahore and Guatemala City which provides
information and support for a network of environmental groups
in Asia, Africa and Latin America

RFF, Resources for the Future, a Washington-based research
organization focussing on the development, conservation and use
of natural resources and supported by foundations, U.S. govern
ment agencies and private industry

SAM, Sahabat Alam Malaysia (Friends of the Earth Malaysia),
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a Penang-based: private, non-profit citizens' action group that
concentrates on Issues related to the environment in Malaysia

SID, Society for International Development, a Rome-based non
gover~ment organization which encourages international dialogue
on major development issues

Survi.val Internati?nal, a London-based international charity
workmg to help tnbal peoples to exercise their right to survival
and self-determination

TCCR, Taskforce .on Churches and Corporate Responsibility, a
Toronto-based natIOnal ecumenical coalition established to ask
questions. of corporate and social responsibility in the area of
human nghts and social justice, and funded exclusively by the
member churches

WCC, World Council of Churches, a Geneva-based ecumenical
body sponsoring research on theological and social issues with
members from over 300 Orthodox and Western churches'

WISE, World Information Service on Energy, an Amsterdam
base~ interna:ional network of safe energy groups which distrib
utes mformatlOn on energy and is funded by sales of publications
WRI, World Resources Institute, a Washington-based non profit
~esearch center that concentrates on resource policy options and
IS supported by foundations

Worl~wa:ch In~titute, a Washington-based non profit research
orgamzatl.on which analyzes and focusses attention on global prob
lems, and IS funded by private foundations and U.N. organizations

National and International Organizations

AfDB, African Development Bank, an Abidjan-based multilateral
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bank with large voting shares held by Nigeria, Libya, Algeria,
Zaire, Canada and France

AID, United States Agency for International Development, the
United States' official bilateral aid agency, based in Washington

BADEA, Arab Bank for Economic Development in Africa, a
Khartoum based bank which provides funding and technical assist
ance for projects in Africa and whose subscribers include most
members of the Arab League

ADB, Asian Development Bank, a Manila-based multilateral
development bank which operates in the Asian and Pacific region
and has major voting shares held by the United States, Japan,
India, Australia and Canada

CIDA, Canadian International Development Agency, Canada's
official bilateral aid agency, based in Ottawa

CDB, Caribbean Development Bank, a Barbados-based regional
bank which provides loans and technical assistance to member
countries, with major voting shares held by Jamaica, Trinidad and
Tobago, Canada and the United Kingdom

FAa, Food and Agriculture Organization, a Rome-based U.N.
agency which works in the areas of agriculture, nutrition and rural
life

IDB, Inter-American Development Bank, a Washington-based
multilateral bank which provides loans to South and Central
American countries, and whose voting power is largely controlled
by the United States, Argentina and Brazil, Mexico, Venezuela
and Canada

IBRD, (World Bank) International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development, a Washington-based multilateral bank which pro
vides loans to governments of member nations, with major voting
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s~ares held by the United States, Germany, Japan, the United
Kmgdom France and Canada

IDRC, International Development Research Centre, an Ottawa
based crown corporation which supports research designed t
d . 0

a a~t s~lence and technology to the needs of developing countries,
and IS fmanced by the Parliament of Canada

ILO, International Labour Organization, a Geneva-based U.N.
agency concentrating on labor conditions, living standards and
social justice issues

ODA, Overseas Development Administration, Britain's official bil
ateral aid agency based in London

OECD, Or~anization for Economic Cooperation and DeVelop
ment, a Pans-based organization which promotes policies con
tributing to sustainable economic growth and the expansion of
world trade, and is funded by member nations, including Canada,
the United States, Australia and most European countries

SIDA, Swedish International Development Agency, Sweden's offi
cial bilateral aid agency, based in Stockholm

UNCTAD, United Nations Conference on Trade and Develop
ment, a Geneva-based U.N, organization which promotes interna
tional trade and economic development

UNDP, United Nations Development Programme, a New York
based U.N. agency which provides developing countries with tech
nical and preinvestment assistance

UNESCO, United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization, a Paris-based U.N. agency which encourages inter
national dialogue on culture, science and education

UNEP, United Nations Environment Programme, a Nairobi
based UN agency which serves as a liaison body for non govern..
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mental organizations, governments and the U.N. on environmental

issues

UNICEF, United Nations International Childrens Fund, a U.N.
agency which assists children throughout the world, particularly

in developing countries
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About Probe International

In Canada, Probe International works to reform agencies
such as the federal government's Canadian International
Development Agency and the Canadian Export Development
Corporation, which both believe people in the Third World
aren't entitled to the same environmental standards as
Canadians. We also work to reform international agencies
that are funded with Canadian tax dollars, such as the World
Bank and other international financial institutions. We
believe that people in the Third World, like people
everywhere, should have full rights to a say in development
projects that affect their lives, and we especially object to
foisting on them pesticides, drugs, and technologies that are
banned in the affluent countries.

In the Third World, we work closely with grass roots
organizations that are fighting to protect their environment.
We strengthen their hand by publicizing their information
worldwide, and by searching out and obtaining for them
corporate and aid agency documents that are being kept
secret. Likewise, they strengthen our hand with detailed
information about how our corporations and aid agencies
wreak havoc, helping to stop destructive projects and to make
our institutions accountable.

In a democracy, there is no greater guarantee ofjustice
than the free flow of information. Probe International names
names. Because we aren't dependent on governments or
industry for our funding, we are free to reveal exactly who is
doing what, and when. Probe International is an
independent environmental advocacy organization,
accountable only to the public at large. The bulk of our
funding comes in the form of small donations from the
general public.

Probe International
225 Brunswick Avenue
Toronto, Ontario
Canada M5S 2M6
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"Tbis book is autbored by courageous spirits. It cballenges
commonly beld mytbs about energy and progress in today's world.
It poses questions about collective presuppositions and assumptions
we hold about foreign aid, population, resources, and the needs of
the Third World. It slaughters sacred cows. It punctures inflated
myths. It proposes alternate ways for the future. But more import
antly, it raises the question of what it means to be fully human in
a technological, industrial age."

WIS WILSON, President, World Council of Churches, from the
Foreword to this book.

"In the Name ofProgress is a clear-eyed look at tbe consequences
of foreign aid. Tho often it bas damaged the subsistence way of Ufe
of Third World peoples, especiaUy indigenous peoples.

"This has occurred not only because foreign aid is provided on
condition tbat tbe beneficiaries buy our tecbnology, but also
because governments, wbether tbey call tbemselves capitalist or
Marxist, sbare one economic faitb: a belief in large-scale industry
and tecbnology.

"Patricia Adams and Lawrence Solomon bave invented a new
definition of development for tbe Tbird World. Tbey will soon bave
to do tbe same tbing for us at bome."

THE HONOURABLE THOMAS BERGER, Former Commissioner,
MacKenzie Valley Pipeline Commission


